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FOR EINQRD

To implement an educational approach successfplly, one must match the philoso-
phy Of evaluation with that of instruction. This is particularly true when individual-
iiiation is the key element in the educational approah. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the task isby no means simple for the teacher.- In faet, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to. find the task overwhelming. For
this reason, ISCS has developed a set of iudividualized evaluation mateirials as palt of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (1TP) program. These materials.are designed
to asSist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' 'progress to the needs of all their students.

4

The two modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing 'Objective Testing and
Evahiating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local schaol environment. Hopefully,
they will do more than give each teacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These IIP modules 'suggest key ktrategies for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to put such
strategies into inactice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets eptitled.Perfortn-
awe Objectives, Perforthanee Assessment Resources, and Performance Checks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of 'the proc-
esses, skills, and subjct matter of the ISCS program.. And the teacher can obtain,
at:the moment when they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an individualized evaluation program best suited to youDown settingsand thus
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

4
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The Co-Directots
Intermediate Science Cmiiculum Study
Rm 415, W.H. Johnston 'Building
415 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
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NOTES TO THE STUDENT

Now that you have completed sevetal chaptecs, excursions, and self-evaluations, you
dre ready to help-your teacher determine how well you are doing. The performance
checks in this book. ii1I provide your teacher with this information. Then your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and can keep a record
of your progress.

Read the next section carefully. It explains some important things about the per-
formance Checks in this book, and it gives you specific suggestions for using them.

What You.Need To Know about Performance Checks

I. You_ do perforMance checks whqn you are ready. Per-
formance checks are somewhat like Ae questions in the self-
evaluations you 1,10 them when you are ready, not when
the Whole class is ready.
2. Your teacher or both of you decide how many you do.
Your teacher or you and your teagher together will.decide
which ones you should do...You are not expected to do all
of the performance checks.

-0

. 3. There are three forms for each perfOrmance check. Every
performance check is written in three forms A, B, and C.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Form A, B, or
C.)*Usually the answers for each form are different. When
.you do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
.forms iire always in different booklets. Within each booklet
all the performanee- objectives Mr the same unit ate listed
together. A unit contains two or three chapters and their re-
lated excursions. These units are in numerical order. Each
unit has performance checks biisecton core materittl and per-
formance checks based on excursiors.
4. Each performance check has its own number. The number
is in the outside margin of the page and will look like this:.
03-Core-17A or 05-Exc 17-2-2A, These numbers mean

03 Core 1'7 A' and 05 Exc I 7-2 - . 2 A
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5. Each performance check is spa6ted frcun the other:
There isa line before each performanccheck and one after

Seeuepeikkprmance checks have several parts, so do every-
thing called for between the lines. If there is no Line at the
bottom of a page, the check ivontinued onto.the next page.
6. Scimetimes you will need` to use equipment.. if special
materials are ,needed, they will be in boxes labeled With the
same number and sometimes the same letter too as the per-
formance check for which you nee'd them.
7. Some perforMance checks have two or more ansWers. If
more than one answer is correct, you must select all the cor-
rect choico. In such cases selecting just one answer is not
enough.
8. Some performance checks have no answeit. Occasionally,
you may be asked y do something that is iMpossible and to
explain your answer. If so, say that the task, is impossible
and explaiii why.

C
c
This isn't the kind of

heckbook you write in.

9. You share books of Nperformance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers on other paper.
Give the,number and form of the performance check for each

, answer you write. If .you are to draw a graph, your' teacher
may provide you with grid pakr.'''

-10. Your teacher or his assistant will collect and mark your
cbecks. And sometimes you must 4sk him to watch or assist
you as you do a'check.

11. Sometimes a review procedure V011.be suggested. If you
can't do a performance fheck, youl-may be asked to review
a part of the textsor a self-evaluation question. You maY
then be checked on the same material, so be sure yolli under-
stand the material you Wview. Get help if you, need it.



All that is known about moon material samples X and Y is given in the tible below.
No, other information is available.

I. Using only this information, can you be certain that samples X and Y are
different substances?
2: Explain your answer.

.

. SAMPLE X SAMPLE Y

Luster
<

dull
,

dull

Mass . 8 g <

4
9 g

Texture fine coarse -=

. .
Color red red .

01-Core-1C

If you spill an unknown or dangerous chemical on yburself or someone-else, what 01-Core-2C :

are two things you should do?

Get any materials you need in.addition to those in box 01-Core-3 to complete this
item: Place 1/4 of a teaspoon of powder from the bag into a beaker. Add about 5
drops of the acid in bottle F to the powder. Record the observations that you make.

01 -Core-3C

Get a piece of rock and a piece of shell from the supply area and enough of the
powder from bottle 01-Core-4C to cover the bottom of a test tube. You may use any
or all of the 'following: a bottle of hydrochloric acid (NCI), a magnifying glass,
safety glasses, and a graduated cylinder.

I. Is the powder more like rock or like shell'?
2. Explliin your answer.

GI:Core-4C

Get two baby-food jars. Label one X and the other Y. In the supply area are two
bags of p4:Ifr labeled 01-Core-5X and 01-Core-5Y. Get a small sample of each
powder.arteaf. dropper bottle of HC1. If your room has an acid area, do.your test
there.

I. Which sample is rock powder?
2. Which sample is.shell powder?. 1 .

3. How did the observations you made allow you to identify Which.powder
came from rock and which powder came from sten?

01 -Core-5C .

Roz crushed a. solid object that she picked up on a camping trip. Which,, Of its
properties will probably change the least?

a. its roughness
v.
L. Its reaction with lid
cr. Its shape
d. Its 'size.

44

01:Core-6C

.
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I 01 -Core-7C Suppose: you were to shrink in size likyou were able to walk inside a piece of

: t gold. ,

.11. Draw a diagram showing Low the inside of this piece of pure gold might
\

. look to you.
2. Explain your diagram., .----

01-Core-8C Choose the best answer below. In science, models are. .

a. intented in the inindsple to explain what they have -observed.
b. things that our best scientists.have seen with their eyes.
c. unchanging facts.
d. reports of the way it is inside of matter.

di-Core-9C Sdect any statements below which are part of the particle 'model of matter..
a. There is only one kind of matter particles.

(
b. Matter particles are closest togethvr in a solid.
c. Heat energy incmases the motion of matter particles.
d. Matter particles move at a constant speed.

.7.

e. Particles of matter can-inove.

01-Core-10C Select the letter of' the choice below which best completes thestatement. A sci-
entific model .

a. always provides correct answers to scientific questions.
b. is correct because it is based on the laws of nature.
c. is used because it .helps to explain observations and to predict other ob-
servations, not because it is known to be correct. .

d. is either right or wrong, s o it is discarded when it does not agree with
new experiments.

01-Core-11C, Select the stetements which are true about a scientific.model.
a. It relates sets of observations.
b.. It is. a. means by which scientists explain sets of observations.
c. It can include a physical object or a set of objects...
cf. It is lib observation.

1)1-Core-I 2C Copy the numbers of the words below. Tell whether each substance is fOund at
ordinary room temperature As a solid, a liquid, or a gas. Write S (for solid), I. (for
liquid), or G (for gas) after its number on your paper.

I. Oxygen
2. Sandstone
3. Steel.
4. Air

5. Water
6. Alcohol
7. Sandpaper
8. Cider

01 -Core-13C List two things that a good scientific model does for a scientist.

,

t

*),
o



State a definition for the word miss. 01-Core-14C

Below is a list of wor4. Copy them onto your paper. nice a P after those things
which .are made up of particles.. Place.an M after those things which are mat up of

_ .

matter...YOu.may place both a P and an M after the same word.
I. Lake
2. Fielitirn
3. Hate
4. Steer
5. Jelly

0,1-Core-15C

sk.

Ori your paper.,copy the five.wOrds listed below. Place an M after those things which
have 'mess. I'lace an X efter those things made up of matter. You may plee both
an M and an X.after a word..

I. Musical note
2. AiT
3, Fog
4. Meat
5. Love

01,Core-16C

Nitrogen dioxide is an orange,-brown gas. What would you have to show about 01-Core-17C
nitrogen dioxide to prove tlkat it is matter?

Get a balance and aset of gram masses: "Then, from box 0 I-Core.1.I8, get a small rock
and a carbon rod. Find the mass .of each of the objects from the box as closely as

fossible. ne the nanie of each object and its mass on your answer sheet.

01-Core-18C

- 0-..

Int* contains cc of water, what is the water volume in ml?

Get bottle 0 I-Core-20C; and fill it with water to the line marked on'the side. Use a
graduated cylinder to determine' the volume of water in 'the bottle.

01-Core-19C

01-Cop-20C
. .

Sally filled a beach ball with a gas.
I. Is the gas in the ball matter?
2. How do you know?

01-Core-21C

.Get a beaker ;/4 full of water. Put the glass end oran empty medicine dropper into
the water. Squeeze the rubber cap of Pie dropper. What, if any, is the state or form
of matter conting from the dropper'?

01-Core-22C

r
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. .6
,

01-Core-23C On the. sketa,provided by your teaekr, mark theigkewhq
r* I.is noismalbqtored.

I. Buckst.;thf sand
2. Pire blanket

'5 .

3. Safety goggles
4. CO2 or soda-acid fire
5. First-aid kit

& 1. ,

extinguishers

ach 9f efollowh,

01-Core-24C

01-Core-25C
s.

Your teicher will ol5igerve yOu for this chéa

4

Your teacher will observe youfor thiS checkwhen lan.
1 . .

hem he can.

'V 4')

; rs?

01-Core-28d Your teacher will observe you for this check when heiNan.

a

01-Core-27C

C.

05.Your teacher will observe you for this check when' he cark

01-Core-28C Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

01-Exc 2-2-1C.
. ,

Listed in Column A betlow are six quahtities commOnly ni,pasured in science. CopY
them onto your papet. v 1 ..V I

. :

4rom Column 13, choose the metric' Unit used to express each of these quantities-
and write it on your paper after the quantity it nfatches.

Colunih A (QuaniitiesP
I. Mass
2. Volume
3. Speed (distance/time unit)
.4, Temperature
5. Length
6. Density (mass/unit volume )'

Column B (Units)

c:mile/hour
ounce ,

meter/second
gram
pint
yard'
°C
milliliter
°F.

meter
ounce/cu6

5

01-Exc 2-3-1C 'Pretend that it is the year 2001, and you have been chosen to build a spaceport on,
Pluto. While on Pluto you see a diamond the size of a football. List two of the
three things.that would determine-the-weightof -Media-M-6a on Pluto.

S.

5)



Select the letterof ilk prope
Moon, and Apiter.

a. VoluMe
b. Shape

';A0,--tt,
,

c. WeLet
d. Color

"....

of a solid that'vuld be different on the earth, the 01-Exc

."4

. or .. .

. . .

Record the letter of the choice belov whilch.lists4the important factors that deter-. 01-Exc 2-3-V.
mine your weight on earth. I . . . .0.

.4-

a. Your mass, volume, and distance from the center of the earth
b. YOur mass, the earth's Mass, and the- distance 'the eirth is from the. sun

, ., . s.

c. Your maS'IS and distance from the center of the earth, and the earth's mass
sr.iiNc.i of these .4!

It

, 4
4.;

4

r!
4
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a. r/

3 4.

Get jars A and, C from box 02-Core-1 at the supply area. What is the state of the
master, if any, in each of the jars?

::#132-Core-1C

' rdelt. and Jill decided to deVelop ap experifrient on plkiaria._ They decided tu work 02:-Core-2C

separately N check each other: When they coinpared Their results and conclusions, .
.,

. 'they found them very different. .They decided that at least one of them had not 4,

folldwed the procedure they ld decided on:
. I. is it possible that both Jac06and Jill hali follpwed exactly the sameio,

cedure? ''. . 4

yoq answer.

r4A

Joe. mixed Hd. and baking soda.. it'gas was given ofc He tested the switb
twining Match,..which went out. Mrs. Aple asked him if" the gas was heliu joe
said, "It miglit be, but I don't know for sure,"

I. 'Cis Joe right in saying that he could not tell what the gas was even
though he had tested it with a burning match?
2. Explain ypiir answer.

(-3

.

02-Core-3C
. .

- .

,.. - Operational definition : Air is a gas whieh'keepsa 'match burnipg evenly, does .not 02-Core4C
. ce

change phenol red, and does pot change limewater., -0. #
Operational definition II: . Air is a gas which is colorless, odorless, anil tastelds. .,

Operational definition II. says air can be detected a identified by 6bserving the
T;

properties of the gas itself.. It takes less work than the firSt 'operational definition.
I. Isoperational definition I f as useful as operational definition I?

.

..
. .

2. Explain your ansAfer.
,

el

Jolin noted the behavior of the gases .thaton and dearon. She listed her data in the
table below.

.
.

MST

,GAS
' k .

.

THATON DEARON

Color .. pink pink

Reaction with a lighted match burns burns

Reaction with teon gas forms yellow powder forms yellow pQwder

Reaction with a certain solution. no change
.

turns it blue ..

,--<-
.

, .

She tlAen operationally defined thaton gas. Thaton- gas (15 is, pink, (2) burns, and
rms a yelrow powder when it reacts with teon gas..

I,' Is this a good operational def inition for thaton gas?
. 2. Explain your answer.

02-Core-5C

U.



02-Core-6C All the statvents below'are true. Select the letters of any of thcstatements which
arc operational definitions. .

a.. Nitrogen is one of the gases in air.
, -

b. Iodine is. a purple gas that forms whl" a substance:.that contains- it
heated.

,c. Oxygen Is a gas that cauSes a glowing splint to burst into flame when, the
splint is placed into a container of the gas.
d. Hydrogen is a colkiess, odorlessond tasteless ga's.

'02-Core-7C Considet the following facts.
,

a.. Sodium particles Are preseilt in many materials.
.b. Substances .containing sodium turn a colorless Wine to a briglit orange.
c. Like substances containiaipotassium and ammonium, materials cbntain-
ing sodium are soluble. .

d. Most nitterials which have sodium particles in theM are white. Choose the
one :statement above that is an operational definition for sodiuni partieles.

.

02-Core-8C
f
1

Peggy collected the gas given off when she heated some soda pop. 'She also collected
the gas given off by chalk and hydrochlbric acid. She found that both gases turned
limewater cloudy whiteand put matches out. .How could soda pop and chalk, which
are so different, both give off gases which-react the same way?

Samples Of air, hy.drogen,- carbon dioxide, and an unknown gas.were tested. The re-
, sults are shown in the table below,. List, the sample numbers on your answer paper.

. .

* After each sample number, write the name of the, gas.

gAS TESTED TEST RESULTS

SAMKE UMEWATER BURNING MATCH PHENOL RED

no 'change keeps it burning no change

2 no change explodes no change

3 no change puts it out turns it clear

4 turns it.clbudy puts It out turns it yellow
J..

02-Core-10C I. Name the products in the reaction below.
2. Name the reaVantsin the reaction below.

. hydrogen sulfi4 + cadmium nitrate + hydrogen nitrate + cadmium sulfide.

02-Corel 1C Write a word statem6nt for'the following cheir$ical reaction. Silver sulfide and sodi-
. um nitrate are fordied when sodium sulfide reacts with silver nitrate.

02-Core-12C eopy the list ofwords given below onto your answer sheet. Place a G after the things
.which are gases. Place an after those things which are matter. You may place both
a G and an M after:a.word..

'

1 4



4.
I. Air
2. Water
3. Oxygen:

, 4. .Light
5. Wind

Study each of the following reactions that Willie did which involved hydrogen sulfide .02-Core-13C
(112S).

ft: colorless liquid A + 1125 + black solid A + colorless liquid
B: .colorless liquid B +1125 + black solit + colorless liquid
C: colorless liquid C + H25 + black solid C + colorless liquid
D: colorless liquid D + H25 + white solid D + colorless liquid

Willie then tested the black solids as follows.

BLACK SOLIDS
FORMS WHEN HEATED
WITH CARBON

REACTION WITH
HYDROCHLORIC ACII5

A

B

C

orange-brown metal

dull gray metal

orange-brown metal

none

slow .

none
,

Which of the colorless liquids in-II* reactions above probably contain simjlar mat-
ter particles?

4.

Select any of the procedures below in which a contfol is used.
a, Lynn heated a solid, green material. 'It turned yellow, and something that
looked like water came out of the test tube.. He didn't have any plain water,
but he had a colorless salt. solution handy. He added half the salt solution to
the yellow stuff, and it turned green.
b. Barry wanted tO know if rats grew faster if they were fed milk and cereal
or just cereal. He divided .the rats into.three groups. He i'ed group 1 just
cereal. He fed groups 2 and 3 cereal and different amounts of milk.
c. Kay wanted to see if a new plant food really worked. She put the plant
food on one tray of bean plants. The plants grew very well.
d. Dr. Heinrich Fludson thinks that taking lots of vitamin C will prevent
colds. He took four vitamin C tablets a day all winter and never got a cold.

02-Core-14C

What is a control in an experiment? 02-Core-15C

What is the reason for using a control when an experiment is being done? 02-Corel6C

A strange; sticky material has just been found at the bottom of a lake in Canada.
You are a scientist at the.Canadian National Chemical company. What would you
need to do to identify the matter particles contained in the material?

02-Core-17C



02-Core-19C
a

Theroti blue 'turns pink if matter particles are present. Braten orange turns green
if Y matter particles are present. Theron blue solution is put into four test tube's.'
Braten orange solution is put into four other test tubes. A small amotint of solu-
tion 1, 2, 3, or 4 is added to each sample of braten.orange and theron blue. The re-
sylts are shown in the table below.

2

.

SOLUTIQN ADDED THERON BLUE
,

BRATEN ORANGE

1 tUrns pink no change

2 no change . turns green

3 -
4

no 'change no change
,

4 . turns pink i " turns green .

Select any of the following which agree with the data in the table.
a. Solutions 1 and 2 contain the same type particles.
b. Solution 3_contains neither X nor Y typp particles.'

.
c. Solutions 1 and 3 contain the same type particles.
d. SOLution 4 contains neither X nor Y type particits.
e. Solu.tions 2 and 3 contain the same type particles.

02-Core-19C
4

Suppose that there are one trillion different materials known.,
1.. Would the number of different kinds of rnatter particles be less than,
equal to, or greater than one trillion?
2. What evidence do you have that supports your answer?

02 Exc 3-1-1C Hydrochloric acid (HO), vinegar, and lemon juice all, reacted with -.eggshell as
shown below. What clue does this give you about the makeup of the HC1, vinegar;
and lemon juice? 4

hydrochloric acid (solution)+ eggshell + carbon dioxide
vinegar (solution) + eushell + carbon dioxide
lemon juice (solution)n- eggshell carbon dioxide.

0Exc 4-1-1C There are many vailables in the problem below. Name the variable which changes
because other things are changed on purpose.

Problem: A paint manpfacturer wants to know which of four paiuts-will fade the
least froth the effects of the weather.

02-Exc 4-1-2C In the following problem, identify at least two variables (vhich mtit be kept consttnt
..,-

. . if the experiment is to have usable results.
, - .

Problem: A shoe manufacturer wants to .know which of four ipaterials will best,
resist friction and therefore be the best material for shoes.

02-Exc 4-2-1C Excursion 4-2 explained a new, sensitive way to detect the presence of iodine in.a
substance.. Describe the main steps you would take to carry out that procedure. If
you would like to review the less sensitive procedurg, you may look at page 55 in
your text

16



When wood, coal, Styrofoam, turpentine, and thousands of other materials bur%
carbon (soot), carbon dioxide, or both are formed. In,Excursion 4-3 you experi- .

mented with several of these materials. What conclusion can you make about their
makeup?

02-Exc

A

V



Copy the list of words below, onto your paper. Write E after those things which are
made up of elements or combinations of elements. Write M after thon things which
are made up of matter. You may put an E and an A after the same word.

I. Plastic r .

- 2. Breath
3. Respect
4. Cloud
5. Paper

03-Core-1C

Aat term is used air ki kind of matter which is made up of one and only one kind of 03-Core-2C

atom?

Give the name for the kind of matter particles which make up elemeUs./ 03-CoretC

If each of the letters in the diagrams below represents a different kind of atoin,
which diagram best represents an element?

ft

. 03-Core-4C ,

Diagram a Diagram b Diagram c Diagram d

Copy the list of words below, onto your paper. Write M after those things which are 03-Core-5C
matter. Write A after those things which are made up of atoms. You may put both
an M and an A after a word.

I . Pressboard
2. Heat
3. Rain
4. Glass'..-
S. Golf balls

Jerry has.tsamples of 25 differimt elements. 'According to the model you and Iggy
developed for matter, how many different kinds of atoms does Jerry have?

a, 25
b. Probably abont 6 or 7
c. 50
d. Several billion
e. Impossible to,..tell

03-Core-6C



03-Core-7C How many-materials are theI re that cannot be broken down into other mateelsby
chemical means?

a. About 70,000
e

b. About. I 00
c. About 3,000 .

.. .
'd. About 9 .

03-tore-8C

03-Core-9C

Diagram the way a small Piece of the elefirent potassium might 'look if it were *
masnified so that yo.0 could see 'theatorns of potasrn. Explain your diagram.

. .

The formula for potassium chloride is KCI. CI is th
.How many kinds IA atoms`does the symbol Cl stand fO

bol for theslernent chlorine.I.
.

03-Core-0C' Iggy.has a nut r-id bolt combination made ugof twia Tong boIN (Lb), three red nirts' .
4(Rd),.and six blue nuts (Bn). Select thp formula low which fits IggY's cornbination.

a. Lb2Rd 313n 6
b. Lb3Rd6Bn2.
c. Lbed3Bn2
d. 2LbRd3Bn6
e. 6LbRdBn2

1

1

03-Core-11C Ron wrote the formulas shown below for his four combinatjons of arts (Br and PI)
and bolts (In and Ha). Write the total numnber of parts represented in eich of Ron's
formulas.

2. InHaBr3
3. InPI
4. Ha2PI3

03-Core-12C Rosemary -used the symbols BI for long bolts and RA for hexagonal nuts. When she
put a pile of these nuts and bolts together in a cettain way, her combination was
3Bo2Flx4,

I . How many hexagonal nuts were in each unit of the combination?
2. .How Mar& units of the combination did Rosemary make'?
3. How many long bolts were present in the total number of units of the
combination formed?

i

03Core-13C Using your knowledge of symbols, formulas, elements, and particles, answer thiS
question. How'Many different kinds of paiticles are in each of thefollowing formu-

.1. K2SiF6
2. PtS2

V

1



Using the key shown below, write a formula for each-61'1W pin-button combinations ,03-Core-14C

, pictured,

1.

! KEY=
0---D

----.

, ,y,
.

4 .

Ho
I

Pi

Sq

Tr

Describe the reaCtion_below in' terms of symbols and numbei;.. The Wy shows The
symbols for the pins and buttons used.

0 0

"t7

KEY

(T-T Wi

a:D oi

1) 0 411)

n
Bu

Tr

,(

03-Core,15C

A certain .nut and 'bolt combination has the formula 130211x 3Sq 1. What does this
formula tell you about the ordyr in which its parts are comhined%

034dore-16C

4

20



03-Core-17C Select any of 'the choices below, which will coMplete the sentence. Bob found an
orange solid substance in ,a fiat. It is possible that the substance contains
kind(s) of atoms. )

A. 4
b.. I

c. 2

d. a orb
e. a, b, or c

03-Core-18C1 Doug found a very hard mineral. He remarked, "There's no way to find mit what

( this mineral is. made of because there are millions of different kinds of substances
and so there are millions of different elements." Bert s.aid that it is possible to find

,

out what elements are in anything.'
I. Do you agree withpoug 'Or Bert?
2. Explain why the person you agree with is right.

tr.03-COre..19C lggy's particle mydel says that only a small number'of ditterept kinds.olatoms make
up all'the inate0s we know of. How can this be fi'ne?

03-Core-20C Roy dissolved Easter egg dye in mater, aspirhi in water, and iodine in alcohol. What
are the mixtures Rose formed called?

f

03-Core:21C When potassium' chloride is added*to water and the two are stirred, the solid dis-
appe40. What happens to the solid?

03-Core-22C Wh.en 6 grams of solid, white sodium nitrate.are dissolved ill 261grams of a colorless
liquid. the sblid disappears and the liquid looks the same. The solution weighs 32
grams.

.
..Tbe number of atoms Kesent in the 6 grams of sodium nitrate and the

26-wams or liquid before dissolving is (equal to, greater than, or less than)
tho;; inubber of atoms in the 32 yams of solution. Choose the phrase, in
4wenthesis which completes the sentence correctly.
2. Explain your answer,

03-C re-23C Amy has a beaker -or a st)lution./She tests a 5 ml sarriple of it and finds that it 'con-
tains a dissolved solid. She says she cannot be sure if the rest of- thhe liquid contains
the dissOlved solid because she has tested only a sample.

Coukl a.second.or third sample of the liquid be different?
2. Explain yourimswer.

03-Core-24C
vat-

Cover the bottom of' a test tube with calcium chloride and :sodium chlodde. Have -
your teacher check the amount of the solid you have in the test tube-. Use an alcohol
burner and any 'otlier materials you need, and heat the substance for two minutes.. .

List your observttions.



Carlos,mixed to colprless solutiont and
.ticih.*What happened to the atoms of th reactants to make the products so different
from the reactants?

ed a black solid in a colorless solu- 03-Coie-25C

Karen heated the element inium, which she knew reacted wth many elements, with
an element outium, whose yroperties oh* didn't know. 'No. reaction took place.
Karen concluded that outium wouldn't rAct with any element because ited not
react with inium.

1. Do you agree with Karen's conclusiOn
2. Explain your answer.

03-Core-26C

Janice prepared the folloWing.reaction.
copper + nitrate acid nitrogen oxide + copper nitrhte+ water

If there were 987 atoms of copper used as reactants, how many atoms 'it copper are
1,present in the products?

-a a. Impossible to teil
7 b. Probably 987 plus a few

c. Probably 987 minus a few
d. Exactly 987
e. Either b vr c

03-Core-27C'

When barium iodide is added to sodium sulfate, the barium particles combine with
the sulfate.particles to form a cloudy white solid called barium sulfate. Rod mixes
a solution of barium iodide with a solution of sodium sulfate. A cloudy white solid
forms. How can Rod find out if all the sulfate particles are used up?

03-Core-28q

Sharon did the following reaction.
zinc + hydrochloric acid -4.10.1 g zinc chloride +.0.2 g hydrogen

0.3 g total products)
I . Select the phrase which makes the following statement true.

. the reactants was (greater than, equal to, less than) 10.3 g,
2. Since you weren't there when Sharon did the reaction, on
could you answer question 1?

The mass of

what basis

03-Core-29C

tiof
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03-Exc 5-1-1C The names of the chemical elements come from a wide variety of sourc;es. List the
letters of all of the statemçnt \below which account for this variety. The 'elements
were named

a. by a systematic s'cientific process.
b..using German.or English names.
c. for the they reflect,
d. for' their stipctive odors:
e, for tpeir appearance.
f. for continents, countries, and ".
g. for gods, godd'esses, and goblins.
h. for famous people.
i. for the people who discovered them.

.4* , j by the people who used them.
,

03-Exc 6-1-1C 1. ti 60,000 particles of potassium are dissolved in enough water to make
100 nil of solution, how many particles of potassium would you expect to
find in a 5 ml sample of the solutiore
2. State how the particles are.distributed in the solution.

'03-Exc 6-2-1C For each of thefour situations below, write the number of the situation and answer
the;e two question.

(a) Has a chemical reaction occurred'?
(b) I low. do you- know'?

'Situation I . Two blue solutions, A and B, are mixed. A colorless,gas iS given off,
the res-ulting solution is colorless, and no solid is formed._ I .

Situation 2. When a clear colorless solution X is added t-Ci a 'colorless solution Y,
no gas is releaseq, the solution is clear and pink, and no:odor is observed.

Situation 3. A colorless solution of chemical A and a colorless solution of chemi-,
cal B. are mixed. No color change.is observed in the solution, no gas is rOle.ased, and
a white solid settles to the bottom of the beaker.

Sitnation 4. Two solids each 'Form a colorless solution' when dissolved in water.
When the two solutions ake mixed, the-resulting solution reniains clear and Colorless.
No 'gas is given off, 'and no golid settles to the bottom. There is no temperature
change.

03-Exc 6-3-1C Wheel hydrogen sulfide is added to cadmium chloride, the cadmium atoms combine
With the sulfide atoms. A yellow solid, called cadmium sulfide, forms. Cheryl mixes
5 ml of hydrogen sulfide with 5 ml(of cadmium chloride. Tho yellow solid forms
and settles to the bottom. Explain how she coll.l find out if all- the. cadmium
'particles are used up.

23



Rosemary observed.ipe following.reactions.
Pb +0; PbCtoi)

(element). (element) (compound)

2K . . 1K I,
(element) (element) (compound)

Based on this evidence, she wrote in her Record B)ok that the elements lead (Pb),
potassiiiM ), iodine (lt and chlorine (Cl) were activi.", and therefore the following
reactions witi 'take. place.

Pb + PbK
?C1

K + 2KC1
Pb + -Pbh

I. Do you agree or disagree with Rosemary's conclusion'?
1. Why?

04-Core-1C

Kim had a bottle of a nitrate solution. He .poured 50 ml of it into a beaker. He
placed another 5 ml of the solution into a test, tube. There are 20.nitrate atoms in
the 5 ml of solution in the. test -tube. How many nitrate atoins are there in the
beaker'?

a. 200
b. 100
c. 10
d.
e. Th.e're is no way to tell.

04-Core-2C

0.

After several tests. Pete found that 14 particles of hydrogen react with 7 particles of
oxygen to produce 7 particles of water.

I. It; Pete is,given 21 particles of hydrogen, can he predict the number of
particles of oxygen needed to use up all the hydrogen particles?

. 2. Can he, predict how many particles of water Will be produced'?
Explain yout answers.

0*Core-3C

Murray has two solutions. One, contains silver particles, 'and the other- contains
chloride particles. Suppose each ml of the chloride solution contain 5 chloride,
particles, and each ml of the silver solution contains 5 silver particles. Murray Mixed
10 ml of the solution containing silver particles with 10 nil of the solution .eontaining
chloride particles. Select any 0/ the combinations below which woUld cat
Predict that chloride particles would be leit over.

a.

C. 4,1111111011111111111114

04-Core-1C

K g'c''
. /

4111111111111111 Cphairtmicit 6

=

,

ilver
particle

4.'



04-Core-5C ColOrless golutions of sodium sulfide and zinc iodide are mixed. The zinc atoms
combine with the sulfide atoing y form a yellowish-white solid. How could you
find out if all the sulfide particlesof sodium sulfide solution are used up?.

14

04-Core-6e : In Chaptcr 7 ; you heated the six test tubes with the yellow solidin them. Then you
were given the following directions:

Veatire, in millimeters, the height of the yellow solid that has formed
in each tube. The height of the pile of solid indicates the amounl of '
product formed. The longer you wait to make the measurements, the
more the solid will settle. Therefore, do your measuring today. And
measure all the tubesols quickly, yet as carefully as you can.

What variable do the directions tell you to contrOl if your results are to be useful?'

04-Core-7C Bubblesof carbon dioxide 'gas were given off when so.ur milk was added to a solution
r of baking soda. Carbon.dioxide was.released in the reaction from particles of baking

soda. How could you tell if there were some unreacted baking soda particles remain-.
ing after the reaction? ,

04-C'ore-8C

14

12
Tr

§10
ct. 8
u.
0

Larry combined lead and sulfuric acid in the following reaction.
trials appear in the table below.

Pb + H2SO4. PbSO4 + H2
(lead) (sulfuric avid) , (lead salfate) (hydrogen)

110

0 3 6 9 12 16 18
GAAMS OF,Pb

Hisyata for six
,

.

TRIAL AMT: OF H.2SO4

(in g)
AMT. OF Pb
(in ml)

AMT. OF PbS0.4
(in )

,

1 7 35
0--

3 4.5

2 35 9.0 .

3 .35 ' 9 11.Q

4 35 ,. 12 11.0

5 35 15 11.0 ,

. 0 . 35 . 18 11.0

Study the, table,-and -answer the following qu6stions. If it would help you, get a.
piece of graph paPer and plot*data on a grid like the one shown above.

1. WhiCh trials show an exCess of H2SO4?
2. Which trialsshovi an excess of Pb?

*04-2Core.-6"C'.- -Define the terrn coMpound as,it is used in the following sentence. Potassium nitrate.
(KNO3) is a compound. .(

"

2 6
.`
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04-Core-10C

4 S ,

11 the combinations shown at the left;above represent conipounds, wipt does wadi
.symbol in the box- atthe right represent'?.

, .
Juan del/eloped a =del which explained all the knowri rvations about X-rays.
When a different model was suggested that was also sup se& to explain -all known.

, observations, Juan refused to look at it. He said, "It can't be 'good. It's different
. .

from mine, and mine, is known to work." ..-:

. 1... Do you agre6 _with Juan's reasoofor not looldng at the othe'r models?
2. Explain'your answer. h.

04-Core-1/1C

ea%

.. .itSuppat you si nly became so small that you courd walk among all the atoms in
-. a material. Thc you got loxt aside the pieee of material becatise all the atoms

looked exactly alike. What sort ofa material would yoli,be in?

04-Core-12C

Select the best stateiment below about the modets that scientists use.
a. A model used by scientists is 'thrown out when it does not predict or ex-
plain a .ncw'observation because it has heeii shown to he incorrect orincom-
plete.
b. It is not known if the models.used hy scientists are corret, but they are
ysed.because they help predict and explain observations.
el The models of science are discarded when they do not agree with new
.experiMents. They cannot he ehange4.
d. The 'models of.science arc based on the law of nature and aretherefore
correct.

04-Core-13C

4.

Suppose that a particle, model. for magiwtism is accepted by scientkts. This would 04-Cori-14C
. ,

mean that . , . . ..
a. scientist have.direet proof that magnetism exists as particles,
b. at least the,best Scientists have Seen magnetism particles. .

. .

e thinking about magnetism 0 thOugh it ,is made up oftiny Partieles ex-
ams m . of theobservatiOnS mak to .date, !,-.'Thi.S1

d. magnetis n is exiwtly like matter particles.' .
e. no other Model tan'explain the observationi'made to date. .

'6

O.

6

N..

0
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04-Core.15C In Chapter'7, you worked with lead and iodine... In Chapter 8, you worked with cop-
per sulfate (CuSO4),and iñe (Zn). In both chapters;- you were asked kvhether atoms ..

combine with each other.in definite numbers. Your 4swer4was yes in bah cases.
Why were you asked to"-answor the same question 'a.secon&time?

,

04-Core-16C
I ,

t SYSTEM
. . r , t. t .1Iron ' + silver-nitrate + iron nitrate + silver

(colorless solution). (colorless solution), (colorless solution) ."(silverish solid)
Write the letters of anY'of the following.which represent a component of.the'above
systenc.

a:. silver. + sulfide + silver sulfide
b. iron

- 44

c. iron + silver nitrate
d, iron nitrate
e. iron + silver nitrate,)- iron, qitrate + silver

.

04-Core-17C.

r

c SYSTEM
.

copper + nitric acid + copper nitrate" + water + nitrogen dioxide
(reddish solid). (yellowish'Solution) (blue solution) (orange-brown.gas)

Write the letters of any Of the following which represerkt subsystems of.the.above
systek

a. copper + nitric acid +.copper nitrate + watciAitrogen dioxide ,
b. copper +.nitricacid.+ uitrogen dioxi e
c., copper -
d. copper + nitric acid .

e. copper nitrato + water + nitrogen dioxide

. '04-Core-IBC "Get the following equipinent:
alcohOl burner

4 250-ihl beaker
1 Celsitislherinometer
.1 burner support.stand
I 25 ml of water

Get your telcher or an appointed observer to" watch you. Use-the alL'phol burner t6
heat 125 ml "water. While the, Waterheats, measure and record its temperature
,gvery'Minut e. for three minutes',

04-Core-19C Pebbie.studied a.compound'of potassium (K) and brOmine (Br). She concluded that
one atom of, k reagted with'each atom or Br. Dave said that i(*.Debbie..hadstartgd
with different amounts of K and Br.;,the number of atoms of K that combined with
each atom of Br would h.ave- been guile different.

I. Do you Agree with, Debbie 'or Dave?
2.- Why?

.



. Ask your teacher to have someone observii yom for, this performance clleek.' Get
bottle 04-Core-20,.and weigh out 2 gramS Or the white solid it cOptains... You may
use any equipment you need. x

)

04-Core-20C
. ,

In box 04-Core-21, you will find eight s6lutions1abeled A through H. Get five test .04-Core-21c
tubes and any equipment you need. Mix the'solutions as.shown in the table below.-
For each numbered mixture, (a) tell whether or not a reaction takes place and (b) if
there is &reaction, state the evidence for it.

MIXTU,RE 1/2 DAOPPER +1/2 DROPPER

1
,

. 2

. 4

S.

i

D
H ,

..

E

H .

F.

C

a
,

ror each situation below:
(a) state whether a reaction ha occurred or not and
(b) if it has, state the evidenceog the reaction.

Sitpation 1: Two colorless solutions are mixed. No cblor_change is observed in the
resulting solution, and no gaS is released. The test fube gets hot, and.a white solid.
settles to the bottom of the beaker.

?Situation 2; Two white solids .form. colorless solutions when dissolved in ,water.*
When the two solutions are mixed, the resulting solution remains clear,and colorkis.
No gas is given off, and the temperature doesn't change. N6 s?tiO settles to thil
bottom.
'Situation.3: Two colodess solutions 'lire mixed.' A colorless gas"is giyen off?cthe.

resulting Solution is colOriess., and no.solid is formed,
SituatiOn 4: When one clear, colorless kilution is addedjo.another colorless solu-

P
tion, the glass .contaiqer in 'which they are nlixed groVvs, very. warm. No gas iS re-
leased, the solati6n stAys clear and colOrless, and no odor is obperved.

04-Core-22C

ft

Examine t.he table below which shows the data collected in three trials,
.

, TRIAL MASS OF BLUE
REACTANT

MASS OF PURPLEi
REACTANT

MASS Or,' PRODUCT

,_

2

3

6 'g

h g
.

.46 g

g7
...117

.

g

g
,

, 132 g

8 g.

8 g

g

'
.

-Notice that in each trial. the amotint of the purple reactant changes. Yet the &mpunts
f the product is exactly, .8 $ in each egse..... Explain why.

04-Core-23C.
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04-Core-24C If .1 is, thesymbol for length and you were asked to measure' I, what would you
measure?

04:-Core-25C

,.

"Jt

4r.

, ,Milk of magnesia and vinegar reacted in a-beaker, Tke temperature of the reacting
mixture irIcreased,4°C. How could you tell if there are any particles of milk of mag-
nesia .that are still Unreacted? . .

04-Core-26C

bow

Brad h5s three beakers labeled I, 2, and 3, each of which contains both the elements
iron (F.e) and sulfur (S). He analyzed th.e same arnounts of material from the top
and the bottom of each of the beakers. His analyses are shown in the datalable be-

, low.

BEAKER NUMBER ATOMS OF Fe ATOMS OF S

I. (top) 40 63

1 (bottom) . 40 ! 60

2 (top) 40 '30
,

2 (bottpm)' . 40 i , (20 .

3 (top) 40 i 20

3 (bottom) 40 30 -.

1. In -which, if any,.of the three beakers were Fe .and S present aS'a Single
compound?
'2. How do you know?

04-Cbre-27C Read the equation below.
Pb(NO3)2 + 2KI Pb12 + 2-1610'

: 3
(lead nitrate) (potassium iodide) (lead iodide) (potassium nitrate)

, I. H4w many iodide (I) atoms are present in the reactants? ,....

2. How many atoms of pxygen (0)'are present In the products?

./

.414

04-Core-28C Mark mixed'an orange solution containing partieles 1 and 1 with a blue solution con-,
taining particles X an". This resulted in a colorless solution and a yellow solid.
What happened to the particles.during the reaction to causy these changes?

04-Core-29C
.

I : Is the Teaction bel9w possible?
, ,

2. Explain your:answer. ..
.phr, +.okso4. 4 icSO4 ' + 002
(lead iodide) (copper sulfate) (rotassium sulfate) (copper chloride)

4

04-Exc 7-1-1C Suppose that you were given the following graph and asked to predict the amount of
product LK formed when 7 g and 13 g of reactant L were reacted -With a set amount
of K.

I . Which, 'if eitherof the twa predictethvalues would. you, be. less sure ,917
2. Why?

29
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40

4.

.0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18'
REACTANT L (in grams)

Get a piece of graph paper and label it like the grid shown below, Plot the data.
Draw in the best-fit lines for the data.

TRIAL. g OF NICKEL
,

2.7 .

' 2 5.0 .

3 7.3

4 8.4

,5 8.2

6 8.6

4

9

8

7

6

4

3

2

1

) 0

,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7,

TRIALS
8 9'

04-Exc 7-41-2C
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04-Exci 74-36 -List the letters-a. any .graphs: which tell yoiti ihat when A inCreisesi B also increases.

100 ''Oriph
;

1

100 ,Graph

'1

4.11j.
B

ioo

WM= 0I WOO OEM

0 A 75 0 A 75

100 Graph 1,100100 Graph d

P

I

A 75.0 A 75

Graph c /
/

/)1.

A 75

04-Exc 7-1-4C Write the letters of any graphs which aw one variable which v§tays,the same while
the other. increases.

100 Groh a 100 GraPh b

40

0

a

76 .0 A 75

, 76

100 (iraph

NI IWO MO 41= amkaal 41MI IMP IMID=Owe

100' Graph c e/
5.

e/

e/

'

,

e/#
0 A 75

100 GraPh f

A 75 0 , A 75

3



4 . . .

From the graph, predict how many gof product P would be formed if'
, I. 5 g of reactant B were used.2 3 g of reactant B were used. 20

. 3. 10 g of reactant B were used..
4. '1 g of reactant B were used. 16

c 12
a.I
S 80 .0
cr 4a.

,

.

.:

,

.

2 4 6 8 ,
REACTANT B Iin aramsl

1(

04-EXc 74=80-

1

Lucy put 80 ml of rnilk into each of the five beakers shown below. Then in each
beaker she dissolved the different Amounts of instant breakfast powder (IBP) shown.

1. Starting with the least concentratedsolütion,.list the solutions in order of ,
concentration.
2. Which is the more concentrated solution, c or e?

b ' C

'6 g

IBP IBP

04-Exc 7-2-1C

In 300 ml of a chocolate syrup solution, there are 180 g of sugar. WhatiS the -corF 04-E xc 7-2-2C
centration of- sugar in the solution? State your answer in grams Per Milliliter (g/ml).

,

A 500 ml .bottle of cherry syrup solution contains 200 g of sugar. At the'erid of the. 04-EXc 7-2-$C
day, 100 ml.remains in the bottle. How many grams of sugar are in the bottle? :

Get the following equipment.
I 250-ml beaker
I Celsius thermometer
water

,

Geryour teacher or an appointed Observer to watch you, Measure and record The
temperature of the Water.

04-Exc 8-1-1C



04-Exc -11-2-1CT John mixed twootutions to perform the following roction: ,
lead nitrate + sodium ca,rboriote.+ lead carbonate-
(solution) (solutidn) ,(solid) ,

Lead carbonate is a white solid which settles to the bottom of, the solution. John.
.said there should be another product, sodiuin nitrate.,

I 1. If John is right,where is that product?-
2. How could you get it?

-

04-Exc
%).

Nitrate, (NO3) is 'an atom teatn. If silver nitrate (AgNO3) reacts with sodium' chlor-
ide (NaCI), which of the tbllowing would be a product of The reaction?

a. NaNO3 .

b. NaNO2
c. NaN04,
d. .Na20

Na3N

tr

.1

4

,
A
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Recently yO6 tried to rind out if a cop* sulfate (Oug04).solutiOn would conduct
-, '-a. current.. First yoi,i put distilled water, into. the 'beaker and lested it-to-see if it

would conduct electricity, as shown. below. Then you disSolved solid.C*)4 in 'the .

water to make 'A..solutioil whiCh you, then tested. Why didn't You Out a.solution.
CuSO4 into the beaker in the beginning and skip the Step using.only distilled miter?

Distilled water

e.

()5:Core-1C .

'r

In an activity, you were ,asked to determine 'if copper sulfate (CuSO4) in:a solution
would conduct electri'citk: First yOu.tested:distilkd-water to see if it. would conthict,
electricity,as shOwn below. Then, you made the test with a solution of.C.uSO4-and
water. When'sornething is used the way. distilled water is used in this activity, it is
alled

a. 'a system.
b. an eleinent;
c. a control.
d.a compound.

Distilled water

c.. '

05-Core-2d

5.. tt/



-05-4re-3C, , Don hooked up his apparatus, as shown below. Rod A Was positive-and attraCted4-. L

nitrate. foifs:'' ROd- 11-wienegAtive1ndattraeted silverions: ..Don'Was,called' ottt of
the roOtn, so he disconnected the rods,. When he.reconnected the rods, he mixed up
the 'leads :and 11;becatn6'positive" and A:negative. HoW'would this affeet. the ion fyil.

.;

in the solutiOn? ......

Solution of silver ions
and nitrate ion;

05-Core4G-

4

Al put two Carbon rods into a zinc sulfate (ZnSO4) solution, exactly as sholn be-
low. He wanted the zinc (Zn) ions to thoVe to carbon rod A. He left the equipthent,
in plaoe overnight so that the:zinc. ions would have time move. .;

1. When Al comes ta school in the morning, will the zinc iOns have. moved' to

carbon rod A?
2. E.!:xplain your answer. .

, Y
.

'Tape .

Siilutionot positive Zn ions
. and negative SO4 toni

05-Core-5C

r.

4 ,4

Select the phrase Which best' completes the following story. Ian was polishing'the-'
plastic toP on a coffee table with a light, soft éloth. .As she polished, she noticed
that the cloth began to stick to the plastic. The Polishing must have

a. removed any charges on the cloth and the, table;
b. caused the cloth and the table to be oppositely charged.-, -

c, -produced the same char es on the clOth and the table.
.d. either a'.or

1,0
.7



I

StUdy the.diagram-. Vhen thecircuit is set_ up, the motor liftsthe 'sinkers.
s 1. What kind Of partiaes can you conclude are present in the soltiti6n?

../411111k
2. Explain your answer.,

05-Core-6C

Rods

1 k

Battery charging apparatus

. 4

Solution

)))
I -vow

)

.1.

. Motor

*. _Sinkers

Ben Franklin fOund that there were two typq of 'electrical' charge..:What are they .

called?
t

05-Core9C

...State the rul,c which describes what vtould happen if objects with like chargeS or
objects mith oPPosite charges are brought near to each other..

05-Core-8C

The balloons in the diagram below are repelling each Other. BallOon.2 has a negative
charge. .

1. What,is the charge on balloon number 1?.
: 2.° State the rule on whiCh you based your answer.

05-Core-9C
..

The two rubber rods in the diagram attract each other. .Rubber rod 2 has a negative 05-COre-10C
charge. What is the charge on rubber rod 1?

''

ci

t.
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,

(1
. .

05i.Core-1 lc Two.Ping-Pong balls are eaeh.given 4. charge. HoW can you determine.if.the cikarges .

# on the two objecti?are the same or different?

05-Core-12C Lois,,put a positively .charged rod and a negatively cha rged-rod into a.,solution.
. . .

solution contained 'zinc ions, which Were positively charge& 4- ., ,
I. Would the zinc ions move tOwards or away from the negatively charge&
rod?
2. Why? ,,

Y
e

05,Core-.:13C. . Get bottles 2,4, and 6 from box'05-Core-13. Also getlb.ree test totes. in separate'
test tubes,' p.m about 3 ml of each solution. Decide what You need to do to find oUt .
if, the sulfate ion is present in any of -these solutions.. Che'ck Yourplan..with your .
teacher. If if is alt:right to go on, get what you need and test the solutionS, Record., {

the bottle niimberof any ;solUtion which contains sulfate iOns.

:05-Core-14C Yoy operationally defined the-ulfay ion. What dO such operational..definitions of .

substances tell you? IP,

.

05-Cdre-15C.
. .. ,. . .

,When you dissolVed :lead nitrate, yon released nitrate "(N0'3.) ions. into the solution..
I. Is the NO3 ion made up ofjust.one ekment?.,.
2. If so, whaf,:isit? If not, how many elements arc irf Thelon?'"

. ,

05-Core-16C , Pdtassium sulfate (Kl..504)' and. copper nitrate [Cu(NO3)21 are.compounds. Ac-
cording to the. modd you are developing, what-force holds. the atoirK in each of
These compounds together'?

05-Core-17C Mark found that the ionS below had the charges shown. The iilus sign represents a
., ..

positive charge, the minus sign a negative charge.
_

.: :.

Nal-Br-, Ag+, 'Lit; cr, I7- A. .
. . -, .

Based on your eXperience, predict thrCe pairs .of .two ions each that could combine
to form 'compounds. .

/` 4

05-Core-18C
v

I. Select any pair or pairs Of ions in which the paired ions would attract each
. ,

other.
a. cr,.Ag+

. b. Nat; r
c.`Ag+, Na+ elo

d. C1, [-
2, Tell why you chose as you did.

K Y

Positive iOn

Negative ion

05-Coral9C

, 4.
,

Dale found that there were only two kinds of particles preSent in a white compound.
One of these was a chloride ion, which had a negative Charge. 'The other%was a mag-..

.
,

nesium particle.
.1: Which kind of ehargeiWoutd.the Magnesium particles have?

Emilain why you pre,dis' ted the &arge you did.
`:'%'

. 'et'

r
3-7
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' .,,iggy and '. the, textbook: asked you:, to 'record.,your observationt:.'atid:Aojabet, Many-.
-; things.. There. iS'a ivason 'yott are asked to4Write down_So Much, The reason is Opt

a. in thi,s course.yoil are a scientt Historians don't:nayeto ,be so careful.
h."you arOn't a seientist yet, so you"still tend to fortet., 1 ,

,.:,
frOam4king mistakeS:- .

.

..d it is helPful procedure for anylnyesbgation.

05e9t(q0C."' .

f.

, . ,. . .

' . , ,

. , -- ..
.TeXtbOoks 1 and .11 'were written for studentS like you, Both,boOks disguss the re- . - ,, . ,..-05-dore-21C.' '

Sults afpassing an electric urrent Through.. a'soltition of copper chloride.. . .

Textboak I then says: : , . ' . ;, .

. . . ;. ,. . 4,

- Th..e tiny copper and chloride iOris.da'inoVe:toward the. charged rods.
The Movement of the copper and'ehloride ians,,proyes that matter
is held tagetpie'r brdifferenfly.charged particles. . :

Textbook II says:
. , ., . , .., . .

A 'particle model. of 'matter asSuweS that ions of cOpper are very. tiny.
Therefore, theyocould move, aria you wouldn't s'ee 'Them. This modet
is useful and' may be used for other su,bstances A long .asilt is sup-
ported. by your (Ape rva tionr To apply it '.to .0ther substances,iyou Will

_.. c,,-, .,need nfore data, .. ,, .. :.
Pick the ansWer below which states bath `which:.of the boOks a seientist
would refor..and why hj would preferit.. ,.,

a. ,-Book I, bec!.ause these areA facts which.were.proved in clii'sgr
b. Book II,,because it involves a model.
e.. BoOk I, because it stales,more.facts than ttoak:H. .
kl, Book IC.Neause it says that the data.iupports the conclusion but eXperi-

...,
menting must conlinue.'.. . ,

e. , Either book, because botlt.talk abolit thesame'thing:
,,

t

A'' ,

-

-
: Assitme that Dr.. Betty, Green is arnoted'scientist-who' is well aceptedeby oil* scien-

. tists. $he said., `.`1 think that virus Vis die cause of the common cald." gthei'§eien-,. :

tists would accept.Dr. Green's stak neat ilske, , :' .,.. '

a. putit into a textbook site was writini. ' . .
.

,b- reported injecting sonic olonteers.with theHvirus; others were not in-
ject ed.

. :c, produced a pore saint* 'of t e.virOS which she Claimed..caused. the coldS.'
.. d, foOnd 1 00 peopk who though 'she was right. .-

..v.

-

1,

05-Core-22C

Chapter 10, the.text disciMed matter panic Qs Called iOns. athe f011oWing
.slaiejnents best describes ions?

a...T.ble idea of. ions was thought up by sc ntists to.explain the behavior of
... soine matter particles.

.

The ISCS experiments grove that ions exist.
c. All ions call be identified:bY their colôr.
'd. etiSO4 and 'CoSO.4.Were botli composed xlif io,, therefore, all matter is
-made up of ion.

,

..t .

'

,

`ft 05-Core-23C
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-
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05-Exc 9-1-1C Suppose you shrank to the size of a matter partiele. If You iivanted tcrride Iggy's

, Ion EXpress to the village of Positive Rod, what would you be charged?

05-Exc 107171C Last month, Bert left beakers A and B of the same.solution itj twd different places in
the classroom. Sue. just,,fouild 'the beaker's. The solutions haitevaporated,16ving
crystals which look like those in the diagram below. t

I. Which of the beakers of solution evaporated faster?
2 eXPlain your answer.A

Beaker A
Yellow crMals

1,.

Beaker B

Yellow cr/stals

. 0-Eke 1.0-2-1C open Youi teXtbook to Table 1 on page 4'72.
Glen filled in the table with the following data; working with a setup like the one

shown on page 473, but ilsing irdn metdi strips and iron nitrate solution.

NEGATIVE STRIP POSITIVE STRIP

- Initial pointer pOsitiOn

, Final pointer position

Changt.in.position

ObserVations

..,,. .. 4.8 cm

. 5.3 cm

down 0.5 cm

iron crystals forming

4.8 cm

3.9
.' uP 0.9 cm

On your answer- sheet, explain 'the data above. Use a Jabeled diakram to. illustrate

your explanation.

e'

.1;4 . 9
.1.
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Not long ago, you pul some sodium sulfate solution into a beaker tC) find out Wit
conducted electricity. You ,didnst add ailY other chemicals tOlhesolution, yet you
put it'into a "used's jar When you finished. Why couldn't you have pifiltts..solution
back into the bottie you got it from?

06-COr6-1C

Noreen placed a negatively and a positively charged rod, both connected to a battery
charger, into a solution. She knew that the solution contained particles Of an ele-
meta. Neither of the charged rods attracted the particles Of the eleMent. Which of
the following kinds of particles of ffie element are in the sOlution?

a. Ions
'b. Atoms

cf. Either a or b ,

d. None of the above :°

06-Core-2C

Leonard put- two carbon rods, .which were' connected to a batterk charger, into a
solution Of.sodium iodide. The iodide ions moved toward the rod With the positive
charge. What was thechargece the iodide ions?

06-Core-3C
_ e

.41v

Sharon found that if she slid her uncharged nylon ski-jacket on over an uncharged 06- ore-4C
wool sweater, both becanie Charged,: Explain what happens to cause tv.).6' neutral
objects like the swearer and jacket to become °Charged by being rubbed over teach.
other. .. ..

,

Art wiped the dust off of his TV screen. Etoth the glass and.the dust goth became
charged. .,

. . .
. . .

1..If he brought the cloth near the screen again,,wOukl the- screen and the
cloth attract .or repel .each other?
2. Why? . .....

-

06-Core-5C

;
V 5."!

Write the-letter of the best answer in each of the 'following cases.'
Case I. If a Wool,rtig is positively charged, it has

no negative charges.
fewer negative charges than positive.clarges..

c. the same nuMber ofwgative and positive charges.
d. jus0 positive charges.

Case 2. If a plastic table toP is negatively charged, it has
a. no'positive charges
b. just negative charges.
c. equal numbers of negative and positive charges.

..d. more negative charges, than positive charge.s.

06-Core-6C

a

W

Sharon found that a neutral plastic table top and .a neutral cotton dust cloth became 06-Core-7C
oppositely charged when they- wcre rubbed together. Explain how opposite.charges'
were produced by rubbing objects which had.been neutrally charged. i .

.
- i . (., ..

.1

.1: S



06-Core-8CN .

A

I.

.

4

f

Record the let er ophe phrase below which correctly completes theisentente. All
neutral objecxs have'

a. no positive or nefative charges.
b. equal numbers of positive and negative charges.

,.e! .
44

c. fewer negative than positive, charges.
d. more negative than positive charges.

06-Core-9C 'Sandy put bits'of paper on the top of her desk. She found that the bits of paper-. .

were attracted to two strips,'one a vinyl strip with a positive charge and the.other an
acetate strip with a negative charge. What was the charge on the bits of paper?

06-Core-10C Sue had a neutrally charged Ping-Pong ball ot a string. She btought a positively
charged Tubber rod to the ball, and 'the rod attracted the ball for a moment. Then
they repelled each other and continued to repel. Explain why they first attracted
and then repelledgeach other.

06-Core-11C State an operationalaefinition for neutrally charged _particle of a powder.

06-Core-12C Gene found a whife powder in a stotage case. Suppose he asked you to find out if
the powder contained ions, one' kind of atom, or one kind of molecule. Select any
of .the following which you .woUld needlo know to determine the kinds of particles
in the material.

a. If the substance can be broken down into two or more simpler substances
b. If its powder is attracted to ainegatively charged vinyl strip
c. tf.a solution of the substance will condua electricity
d. :The size and shape of the originarsubstance
e. The amount of the substance which will dissolve in water

N
06-Core:13C

40

Dr.' Green found a procedure for breaking down large protein molecules into smaller
units. Which of the-following is a .possible product of such a breakdown?

- a. Atoms
b. Elements
c. Smaller moleculeg
d. Other compounds (combinations of different atoms)
e.. All 'of these .

Olr

06-C.ore-14C
4,

Vric crushed an aspirin, iind roultd that the aspirin powder wah attracted to both a
glass rod and a rnbber rod which were oppositely charged. This led him to conclude
that Aspirin must be made up of molecules, not ions.

I. Do you agree or disagree with Eric?
2. WhY?..

. J

"M.



One atom of carbon, one atom of oxygen, and two atoms of hy(lrogen make "up
4 one .molecule of formic acid. It requires a force to break, up that molecule once

it is formed.
I. What force holds the neutral molecule together?
2. Explain hoW this fonce can exist in a neutral molecule;

-06-Core-15C

Ouicklirne is a substance which is made up of atoms of calcium and oxygen combined
in definite numbers. What are such substances called?

114

06-Core-16C

Neutral atoms of barium lose-a negative charge to atoms of sulfur, The barium atoths
then become barium particles with a charge. What do scientists call such atoms with
a charge?

06-Core-17C

Alcohol is made up of,molecules. Write Vie letter. of any of the following which are
true statements abOut alcohol.-

a. It contains no positive or negative charge's.
b. "Its solntion will not conduct'electiticity.
c. The substancec(;ntains t)oth pOsitive and negative-charges,
d. It does contain ions,
e, It is a neutral particle.

06-bore-18C

Select the statement below which is part 'of the litomic Model.
a. Ail atonis are the same color.
b. Matter contains movable .negative charges.
c. Matter contains no positive or negative:chh-ge.

'd. All matter contains unequal amountsof positive and negative charge,.
,

06-Core-19C

a

Read the following statement carefully. The particle model foi matter you have
been developing' i*incomplete. You axe working toward the completed model which
has already been developed by scientists.

Do you agree or disagree with this stafemerit?
2. Why?

06-Core-20C

Suppose that a particle model for magnetism had been accepted by scientists. This
would mean that

a. scientists had direct proof that magnetism exists as particles.
b. at le`ast a few good scientists had seen particles of -inagnpisin with their
own eyesi',
,c. magnetism is exactly like mat ter particles.

, tItinking abvut magpetism as.though it were made of tiny particles ex-
plaitiM.most oNhe observations made up,to that time.
e.--no other Model could ekplain the observations made up to that time.

06-Cord-21C

_ 2
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06-Core-22C The atom, a particle of an element; is a model now being used to explain matter.
Scientists accepted the atomic model

a. only when atoms were finally seen by scientists.
b. only when it didn't cause a change in other models of science.
c. when thinking about matter as tiny particles proved to be useful.
d. only when nb other model could describe matter and its reactions.

06-Core-23C If you are considering the concept of electrical charge, one of the terms below doesn't
belong with tht rest. Record the letter of that term.

a. Ion .

b. Molecule
c. Atom
d. Neutral particle

06-Core24C Beside the number of each statement, write on your answer sheet the word atom
for the statements that are tuue of atoms. Write the word ion for the statements
that are true of ions. Write-the word both for slatements true of both atomsandions.

I . They are present in a piece of zinc.
2. They can be colored.

They can be particles with more positive charges than negative
4. They are responsible for conducting current in a soiution.
5. They can be particles with an excess of negative charges.

06-Core-25C

-N\
Linda examined three. powders and fourrd that they were all attracted both to
positively and to negatively charged acetate strips. She then dissolved each powder
in a different beaker of water and foUnd that each of the solutions conducted elec-
tricity. Study the chart of her data below.

COLOR OF
SUBSTANCE

CONDUCTS
ELECWICITY

ATTRACTED TO-
POSITIVE CHARGE

,,ATTRACTED.TO
NEGATIVE CHARGE

Orange :

Pink

Purple

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

8.

...

Based on these data, what can you conclude about the substances? Select the state,
ment below which correctly describes the substances.

a. They are ionic, and each substance contains equal amounts of positive and
negative charges.
b. They are ionie, and each substance contains unequal amounts of positive
and negative charges.
c. They are molecular; and each substance contains equal amounts of posi-
tive and negative charges.
d. They are molecular, grid each substance contains unequal amounts of
positive and negative charges.



90

Water was once thought to be an element. 06-Exc 11-1-1C
I . Is it?
2. Explain your answer. k- J.

Sue used a shortcut when she did the exeurs on "Strip Affects'brip." Instead of
using both a positively charged acetate strip and a negatively charged vinyl strip, she
used just. a positively charged acetate strip. The stream of drips was attracted to
the positively charged acetate. She concluded that the drips were. neutral.

I. Was this'a wise conclusion?
Explain your answev

06-Exc 11-2-1

9

You may look at your boolc and not6 for, this question. If in EXcursion 11-3,
"Electrolytes Light," you were to draw a graph of your data, which of the graphs
below best represents the general shape yOu would find?

0

Graph a

9

GS

B = Brightness

Graph c

111.

0

Graph d

GS 0 GS

GSI= Grams of salt

06-Exc 11-3-1C

Graph e

GS
,

Sqpose yon had one boron atom and foir fluoriry atoms. If borou atoms have a
combining power of 3 and .fluorine atoms have a combining power of I., which of the
following diagrams shows the most likely combination of these five atoms?

V

a:

C.

b.

1
06-Exc 12-1-1C

Key
-

Boron atom

Fluorine atom

14



06-Exc 12-1-2C Draw 'a structural 'formula for 4 n isomer of the 6-carbon molecule shown below.
4.H,

I

H-C-H H Ft HH I
I I

H- C ? ??--H
H H H . H H

0 6 - E x c 12-1-3C Delcia and ,Sarah both have white powders. They claim that the powders have the..
-saMe chemical formula, C4H404: Each-tests her powder and repOrts the following
results.

.

--bELIA'S'
POWDER

SARAH'S
' '

'.:
TOWDER
A-4,

Melting point
°C. ,

83
.

139..

Boiiing point
oc

_

I 50
,

280 '

They repeat their tests several times to check theirresults.
I. Is it possible that botl? compounds really have the same formula?
2. Explain your answer. 4.

t)



Several things can change the reaction rate between .two chemicals. What does
reaction rate mean as it is used in the sentence above?

07-Core-1C

Mrs.'Nelson wants to find out the concentration of the lye in an oven-cleaning solu-
tion. Select any of the, following things she needs to know. .

a. The total number of atdms in the solution
b. The name of the liquid in the solution
c. The volume of the,solution
d. The solubility of lye
e. The,mass of the disso)ved lye

07-Core-2C

t

Define concentration as it is used in tbe following sentence. The concentration ot the
at solution was very low.

07-Core-3C

Tbm mixed two solutions and made the following observations. Which of his ob-
servations are ways of stating the rate of-a reaction?

a. Two cc of the product weighed 7 grams.
'b. In 10 seconds, 3 grams formed and the reaction stopped.
c. The rirst.solid began to form three minutes after mixing.
d. The mixed solutions turned orange in 0.5 seconds.
e. The total yolume of the reaction was 28 ml.

07-Core-4C

Joe pours 20 ml of a blue solution into beaker A and 20 ml .of the same solution
into beaker B. 1 le then adds 10 ml of water tio each beaker.

1. Ilow do the c,oncentrations of the solutions in beakers A and B compare
with each other?'
2.. Explain your answer.

10 ml water I 10 ml water

Beaker A

20 ml blue
solution

Beaker B

20 ml blue
solution

'

07-Core-5C



07-Core-6C

BABY-FOOD
JAR

VOLUME OF Pb(NO3)2 ,

SAMPLE (in ml)
VOLUME OF WATER
ADDED (in ml)

TOTAL VOLUME OF FINAL
SOLUTION (in ml)

.

A

B

C.
D

E

15

10

50

. 25

30

35 .

40

9

25

20

50
if

50

.
50

50

50

I

All the lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)21 samples were taken from the same bottle and diluted
with the volume of water recorded in the table above. Place the numbers 1 through
5 on your paper. Using the concentrations listed below and the beaker letters
from the table, match each final solution described in the table with thp prekver
statement of its concentration.

I. Most concentrated
2. Second most concentrated
3. Third most concentrated
4. Fourth most concentrated
5. Least cdncentrated

07-Core-7C -The graphs below show the results of two reactions 'of the same chemical system.
The.reactants in the system are sodium hydroxide (NAM) and a colorless solution.
.0ne of the products is a gas: A different amount of NaOH is used in each reaction,
but the amount of the colorless solution is the same in both reactioni,

1. In which reaction is the greater amount of taOH used?
2. Flow do you know?

Reaction a

0 1 2 3.

TIME (min)

)\

Reaction b

0 1 2 3

TIME (min)

07-Core-BC Reaction A. 5 ml vtnegar + 30 nil water + 500 ml milk - sour milk
Reaction B: 5 ml vineghr + .10 ml water + 500 ml milk -÷ sour milk

I. Wo Id both of the reactions above have the same reaction rates?
2. If , explain why. If not, naiiie the variable that accounts l'or the dif-
ferencN

17



Reaction A: 3 ml lemon juice + 7 ml water +1600 ml milk 7+ sour milk
Reaction B: . 6 ml lemon juice + 4 ml water + 600 ml milk -*sour milk

I. Would both of the reactions above have the same reaction rates?-
2. Explain the two reasons for your. answer in terms of particle collisions.

07-Core-9C

Both beakers shown below .contaiu particles of dissolved reactant 0. Three grams of 07-Corel OC

copper sulfate (CuSO4) are added to each of the beakers, A and B. Reactio take
place in both beakers, but the reaction rates in the. two beakers are d.itTerent.. Nrms,
of particles, how would.your model explain that the reaction rate will b taster, in
one beaker than in the other?

3 g of CuSO4

Beaker A
(23°C)

47-3 g of CuSO4 1

0 0
Beaker B

N.23°C

STATE PARTICLE SPEED

Solid

Liquid

Gas

slowest

medium

fastest

, The table above is based on:your particle model.
On the basis of -its information, which Of the reactions below would have

thegreatest reaction rate? (Si stands for silicon and 0 for oxygen.)

a. Si (solikl) + 0) (gas) -+ SiO", (solid)
b. Si (gas) + 07 (gas) -> SiO, (solid)
c. Si (liquid) + 02 (gas) -> SiO, (solid)

2. ExMain your.answer in te-rms of the particle model.

07-Core-11C

,

When water for tea i'4eated, certain changes occur in it. On your paper'. list the
number of each variable below. Based on your particle model and your experience.
indicate how each variable responds to heating by writing increaSes, decreases. or
remalitsqlw same after the nurnber of each variable.

Volume
2. Number of particles
3. Kinetic energy of particles
4. Particle size
5. Rate of particle collision
6. Partick! speed c

e.

07-Core-12C
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07-Core-1 SC Carl .poured two, sampys of 15 ml of copper chloride (CuC12) into two jars. The,
samples were of the Same concentrations, but one of the'sarnRles was at 15°C- and
the otherwas. at 27°C: He-added .an iron nail to each CUC12 saniple.. Tlie Warm&

. sample reacted faster. Use your model to explain how temperalpre differences cause
..

the reaction rates of two reactions to be different. . .

07-Core-14C
. . TRIAL :TEMPERATURE' 'RE-ACTH:3W' 'RATE '':'

i

1-

15°:

.?

10 g butter sctur,s

10 g butter sours

I week

1 month-

. .1. Nyhat can you tell about the temperature of trial 2 as compared to that
of tria1.1?
2. How call you tcH?

07-Core-15C According to the graph below, which of tho following temperature intervals produces
the greatest change in reaction rate? Select the letter of the correct answer.

a. 00 to 40°C
b. 400 to.80°C
c. -800 to 120°C.
d. 1200 to 160° C

,

4
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Nancy collected the data shown in the table.
A

07-Core-16C

TRIAL. 'CONCENTRATION - "; ThMPERATURE CATALYST

X 5mil,K1+ 110'Ml K2S208 + 3'ml water , 27°C . none
e

5 ml KI + 10 ml K2S208 + 7 mkwater ' 34°C none

-Thals X, and Y .have the same Naction rates. . . . .

1. Are the collision rates in.X and Y flip same?
,

2. 8xplain your answer in terms of your particle model.

V

fo7t'

You worked with a Catalyst in Chapter 15. GiVe an operational definition for the 07-Core-17C..

word catalyst which includes all the. characteristics of a catalyst.

I Consider the two trials of the reaction below.
Trial A.

A 13 nil sample of, hydrogen peroxide (H202) is heated gently. The
reaction gives off 3 ml of oxygen in 10 seconds.

Trial" B.
A 13 ml sample of H202 is heated with a little 'platinum. This gives off
23 ml of oxygen in 10 seconds. 'The platinum is unchanged,

Is platinum a catalyst for the yeaction?
2. Consider the two trials ot' the reaction below.

Trial A:
"A 10 ml sample of sour milk and 12 g 9f baking soda react to.produce
15 ml of carbon dioxide (('02) in one minute:

Trial B.
A little window cleaner is added to the 10 ml of sour milk and 12 g-sof

baking soda. .Only 5 ml of CO2 are produced in one minute".7

Is window cleaner a catalys.t for the reaction?
Trial A.'

A 12 g sample of baking soda is heated. The reaction produce4.5 nil

of COlin one minute.
'Trial B.

A 12 g sample of baking soda is heated with a little copper Carbonate
(yellow). The reaction produces 9.0 ml of CO2 in one minute, mid the

yellow crystals turn black.
Is copper carbonate a catalyst for the reaction?

07-Core-1BC

z ,Dennis wanted to find out if salt is a catalyst for the reaction 'between potassium
permanganiqe (KMn04) and oxalic acid (I12C204). Dqign a procedure to find out.
The rate of the KM n04-H2('104 reaction isindicated by the time it takes the KMn04
to change color. Include statements of ( ) which variables should be kept constant

(111NT: What things J.:ause a reaction rate td change?) and (2) which variables
should be varied. Also (3) include a test to show if salt reactSor causes the reaction.

07-Core-19C
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07-Core-20C Matt heard that iron oxide was a catalyst for the reaction between zinc (Zn) and
copper sulfate (CuSO4). To three test tubes in-which Zn and CuSO4 were reacting;
he added 1/2 teaspoon of iron oxide tonne, 1/2 teaspoon lo the second, and I teaspoon
.to the third. The reaction rate did not change in any of the three testqubes. In
additional trial§ he plans ,to add 2 and 3 teaspoons of iron oxide to two more In-
CuSO4 reactions.

I. Are these new trials necessary to determine if iron oxide is a catalyst fOr
the reaction?
2. 'Explain your answer.

07-Core-21C Several students virere studying the ;reaction in which two atoms of hydrogen (H)
combine.

Peter Wolf saidv "Platinum is the catalyst for this reaction."
Jim Bahr said, "Iron is the catalyst for this reaction."
Leo Lyons said, "Silver is the catalyst for this ivaction."

I . flow many of these stusdents could be correct?'
2. Why?

07-Core-22C The rate of a reaction often changes with changes in temperature, changes in con-
centration, or when a catalystis used. .

. zinc + vinegar H2
Hydrogen gas (H2) can be collected in test tubes .by water displacement. Describe
a procedure you could follow which would show if changing the concentration of the
zinc would change the reaction rate. In-your prOcedure, include what things should
be varied and what should be kept constant.. (HINT: What yarlables affect reaction
rates?)

07-Core-23C George concluded that because a copper BB was a catalyst for the reaction betweem
potassium iodine (KI) and potassium persulfate (K2S208), it must, therefore, be a
catalyst for the zinc + hydrochloric acid 'reaction.

I. Do you agree?
2. Explain your answer.

07-Core-24C Select the two variables.which affect the rate of a chemical reaction.
a. The shape of the container used for the reactants
b.. The presence of a catalyst with the reactants
c. The scientist who runs the reactiOns
d. The color of the products
e. The concentration of the readants

07-Core-25C In each set of parentheses select the words which make the following Statement
true. To prOduce.the highest reaction rate, the reactants of a reaction are at a (high,
medium, low) temperature, their concentration Is (high, medium, low), and a catalyst
is (used, not used). I

4 06
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Study the graph.
1. In which trial is There the greatest numberof collisions between particles,
of reactants per second?
2. Explain your answer in terms of concentration and reaction time.

4.
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0-Exc 13-1-1C\

4

Albert studied the effect of changes in the concentration of copper sulf te solution
on ,the reaction time of the reaction zinc +- copper sulfate -4. copper. He defined
reaction tittle as the time needed to turn the copper sulfate solution colorless. Which
of the graphs below is Probably the correct graph for his experiment?

,
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07-Exc 13-2-1C . Consider the two Cases below.
. Case 1. .Gypsum (wall plaiter' or plaster of paris) won't burn,even when heated

with a torch. .

. , . Case 2. Gypsum dust in the air in a gypsum plant reacts so quickly at room tem.
perature that a small spark can cause it to explode violently.

How can you explain the difference in reaction rates' between Case 1 and Case 2?

,07-Exc 14-1-1C

"

After you did Excursion 14-1, you saw that reactions involving air take place more
slowly in cold air than in warm air. How would the particle model.explain this in
terms of speed and collisions?

07-Excl 5-1-1C Corn i put into boiling water for 3 to 5 minutes before it is frozen. The cookbook
says that this helps to slow down reactions in the corn Which would cause it to spoil
even when it is frozen. Explain what the heat does to slow down reactions in living
things such as corn.

07-Exc 15-1-2C Temperatures well above 80°C Are needed-for peanuts to react with oxygen to
produce carbon dioxide + water rapidly enough to produce noticeable heat. Yet the
same reaction 'peanuts plus oxygen produces carbon dioxide ,and water and
noticeable amounts of heat at 37°C in your body. Why?,

f4t,

t)

±6,
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The sodium hydroxide (Na0H) solution that You added -to the uncooked meat-and
egg white in Chapter 16 wasn't very conceotrated. Suppose yoUr teacher made the
solution more concentrated. What effect would a more concentrated .soltition of
NaOH have 'on tile reaction?'

08-Core-1C

In Activity .16-1. I, you added sodium .hYdroxide (NAM) to urine and egg White.
The reactions of urine and egg white with NaOH would have given Off ammonia
(N1-13) gas, which would have bubbled .up through the Nessler's solution atm=
temperature. Why, then, did.you heat the reaction?

08-Core-2C

Before you begin, tell your teacher that you are going to do this check.
Is there any change in the odor of phenol red when HCI is'added to it? To answer

this, do the following.
I. Put 6 drops of phendl red into, a test tube. 1*.
2.. Smell it.
3.. Add 2 drops HCI.
4. Smell the mixture.

Are the smells noted in steps. 2 and 4 the same or different?

08-Core-3C

You learned in Chapter I 6 that egg White, potato, urine, and uncooked meat con-.
tained the elements hydrogen and- nitrogen as NH3. If you had tested further, you
would have found that carbon and oxygen were also present. How would you ex-
plain that these substances contain the same elements and yet are so different?.

08-Core-4C

Blair tested fiVe materials for the presence of ammonia, copper;and Sulfate. His re-'
sults are shown in the table below.

08-Core-5C

4

SUBSTANCE
TESTED

AMMONIA
PRESENT'

COPPER
PRESENT

SULFATE.
PRESENT

,

Red

Green
. .

Orange

White

Pink
______ _

.no

yes
. ,

no

no

....
yes

,
yes

..
no

DO

yes

DO
.

^

yes
..

yes

1K)

no

no
.

Write the colors of any substances which you are sure contain nitrogen.

Jerry tested a purple. solid I Fe(NO3)3I and a blue solid ICWN03), I by putting
each into a different flask with I 0 nil Na01-1 and heating the two hasks. He bubbled
each of the gases givett off through test- Cubes containing 4 ml of Nessjer's solution.
No color change was obServed in the test tubes for gases from either.'of the substances.
Jerry concluded that the substances did not contain nitrogen.

I. Doyou agree'or disagree?
2. Explain your answer.

08-Core-6C
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08-C1-7C Before you begin," tell youi teacher that you are going to do this check.
,

Get bottle C from bbx 08-Core-7. Use asiuch of the substance in the bottle as
you can get on the ena of a woodOn splint, and test it for ammbnia. Open-your text-

:hook mid follow the Nessler's test proc,Oure .outlined on pages 233 th4ough 235.
e - ----' ReportS your results and conclusions.

4

087Core-8C Before you begin, go tell your teacher-that you are going to do this check. ,

Is there. any change in the odor of phenol red when HC1 is added to it? To answer
this, do the following. ,

o
1. Pa-6 drops of phenol red into a test tube. r
.2: Smell it. .

3. . Add 2 drbps of HC1.
A... Smell the mixture.

Are the smelk note4fln Steps 2 and 4 the same or different?

08-Core-9C . Your early invvstigatioits show that all the substances in nature are made up of only
about 100 elements. Then,. in Chapter 16 you as a scientist tested this concept again
by testing ipany.substances to see if nitrogen was present in the form of ammonia.
Why do scientists keep testing aXepted concepts?

08-Core-10C Yon used Congo red indicator in the reaction between stomachacid and antacid to
tell when all the antacid was used up. How do such indicators work? Why ao they
change color 4/hen they do? .

s

08-Core-11C
. r

,ft Sean measured the volume of sodium hydroxide (Na0H) needed to nyad with 1, 3,...
5, and 7 nil samples Of cleac soda (carbonated water)! using phenolphthalein as the., i--.

. hnlicator. He thon -graphed the data and predicted how finich Na011 would he
needed to yeact' with '10 nil of carbonated water. Explain why Sean could make

I.
stich alprediction.
: A.

08-core-12C You.:Used the chatt (below jn Activi-ty 17-3.-whO you added sodium hydroxide
(NAM) to 6 nil Of dtric acid until the phenolphthalein changed color., After doing
the proCedure.once4pu did it %again and then averaged the ntimbe of ml of Na011
added i9 both trtials, . Explain why doing two *trials and finding the a 7age is bettf
than just doing the' procedmiz omk.

9.8

VOLUME OF
"CITRIC ACID
USED

A CT U A L VOLU,Mr'
OF NaOH USED

PliEDICTED VOLUME
OF NaOH.

Trial ômI

Trial .2 6 mr

Average 6 ml

. ;`.
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I .0 Sandra collected data from three trials,of Hie reaction,between Na0,11 and fertilizer :
and drew the graph, shown below. How many grams of fertilizer will react with 4'g
of N.a0H?

.4)
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08-Core-13C

andra put,-the datt from three trials of the reaction between NaOH and fertilizer on
the grid below.

. "1, ...How many gran-if latitizer.will react witli 4 g of NaOH?:
2. ne reason you c.an answer question I is that

a. Yertilizex payticles have special reactions.
ti. you have.worked with NaOH and fertilith before.
-c. the relationship between fatilizer and NaOH changes only if more than
.146 g of NaOH is used. \<,
d. reactants always eombine in definite numbers9

12

Iii II .11111111111
li

11
1121141111

._ II _N.. F..=
II . Itil Jill:
.......,........s.
111111711111111111:
is willimmummommemu wilimmumopp

IPS milli& somma
U. 1 1 .111.11111

2 3 4

NaOH (in grams).

5
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08-Core-15C You are to find out how much dilute ACI (acid) can be neutralized by 1 g of the
powder in-tiottle 08-Core-I5C, To do this, use the following procedure.

l Dissolve 1 g of the powder in 15 'ml of 020.
2. Add '2-drops of Congo red:
3. Add acidin small quantities until you see a permanent color change.
4. Find the amount of acid neutralized.
5. Make a second trial, repeating steps.1, 2, 3, and 4, and- then erage 'the
amount of acid in the two trials.

.

08-Exc 16-1-11C Candi put 500 g (450 cc) of fudge into a pan. After scraping the bowl, she added -
.050 g (45 cc) more of fudge to the pan.. She ineriased the mass (g) and the volume

(cc) of the fudge.
I. What did she-do to its density?
2. Explain your answer..

, 08-Exc 16-1-2C Get 110 nil of the solution in bottle 08-Exc 16-1-2e. 'Find the density of the'olu-
tion. Return the used solution to Our iseacher.

08-Exc 16-1-3C Dawn worked with a cleaning liquid whose density. was 5.6 g/c.c. Mier the humber
of each material below, indicate whether i would sink or float i tile .17quid.

r.

Ite

SUBSTANCE glee DENSITY

I. Wood 0.8

2. Iron ball 7,9 4... .

,

3. .Gold 19.0
.

4. Aluminum ball 2.7

08-Exc 17-1-1C In Activities 17-5 and. 17-6, Al measured F gram of crushed antacid A on a balance.
Ile put this amount into I 0 ml of water and added 5 drops of kongo red. Trienoils
his partner stirred, he adad the aykl 'to the.antacid A solution in 1-.9r 2-mI squirts.
It changed to blue when all of antacid A was used up.

I . If Al used 25 of wafer in Activity 17-5, would this affect the amount
of stomach apid that.Was neutralized?.
2. Explain your ans*er.

08-Exc 17-2-1C Sandy addyd clear colorless sOlution to a beaker of'colorless solution, drop by
drop. With each .drop, she noticed that a small nu* of black solid formed and
settled to the bottom. Then suddenly the black solid 3topped forming. No matter
how muclriffiore.of the liquid Sandy added, no more solid formed. Explain why
this happened.

08-Exc 17- -1C Get The bottles Om box 08-Exc .17-3-1C. Test each solution with liynus, using
clean glass.stirring rods. After the number of each solution, indicate wh flier it is-a.n
acid, a base, or neither.



George usea pH paper and found the of sainples of acid solutions as shown in file 08-EXc 17-3-2c

chart below.

§AMPLE
LETTER

,

pH

a 3 -

b . 5
,

c 4

d 6
. .

e
.z.

2
a

1. Which solution has the highest hydrogen ion 1-1+ ion) concentration?
2. Which solution is the strongest acid?

Get the lettered &Mies from box 08-Exc 17-3-3, the pH paper, the pH color scale,
and 5 clean glass stirring rods. Copy the list of solutitins below. Match each item
with the letter of the bottle of solution it describes.

1. Acid; strong'
2. Acid, weak
3. Neutral
4. Ba;e, 'weak
5. Base, strong

08-Exc 173-3C

Ic

mt.

0,
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Be lew is ,a diagram of a copper strip. Use a metric ruler tomeasure its length cor- 09-Core-1C

rectly to the nearest 0:1 cm.

*
Copper strip --I

? I

Get the following Suppliewand,equipment from the supply area. 09-Core-2C

1 50-ml beaker '4 20 ml K2Cr207 solution
I carbon rod 2 test leads
1 strip of lead 1 voltmeter

Set up a chemical system which might produce electricity.
1. Does it produce clectrjeity? 1

2. t4ow do you know whether or not this system produces elec 'city?

Select the letter of the correct answer. 40nce. a _battery has be
'form is the energy stored in-the battery?

a. 'Kinetic
b. Mechanical
c. Magnetic
d. CheMical
e. Electrical

1

4.

arged, in what 09-Core-3C

/11 4Piwn4

101LIIIVINI16
MIME Carbon rod

Fled solution
Beaker

It

g!D

Battery charger

Carlos put together the equipment as pictured above. Before he.connected the sys-
tem to the battery charger, he let it sit for five minutes. .He noted that both carbon
rods Were black and .the solution was blood-red. After the system had been con-
neeted for four minutes, he noticed that one of the rods had'become silverish gray
and ,the siblutiop was much lighter.

1. MI/at kind of change occurred?
2. What kind of energy caused it? 11'

09-Core-4C
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09-Core-5C At the very 6eginning of this course you mixed ctehr, colorless HCL (acid) with white,
solid shell. The shell disappeared. and a colorless, odorless gas was given off. None
of the reactants were gases.

I. Were new particles (atoms) formed?
2. If so, name them. If not, how do you explain the new materials?

:09-COre-6C

Solution C
Test lead and metal strips

Eric constructed the chemical system shown in the diagram above. List five things
that ErW could observe that would tell him that there is a change in the chemical
energy of his system. Assume that Eric used all the additional ISCS equipment he
needed.

CHEMICAL SYSTEM

09-Core-7C

VOltiiIeter

Beaker of solution

Magnesium

strip

David used a strip of coprier and a strip of magnesium to build the system shown
above.. Electrical energy was produced.

il What was happening to the chemical energy of' the system?
2. Was any energy lost or gained?
3. Exp,lain your answer tor.question.2

6 ti



a b.

Joe put two roes of the. &Lille silver metal irito a beaker' of a purple solution. lie
-connected the system to a charger. One of.the rods turned blue-black and the'other
turned brown. The solution 'turned green, HeAsconnected the system .frOm the
-charger. He then connecIted the system to a motor, and the motor started. Describe,
any, visible changes that would occur in .the beaker as the motor contived to run.

Beaker

Metal rod

09-Core-8C

Paurs new scout .flashlight contains &No-rechargeable batteries. So that he is always
prepared, he reeharges the batteries once a month. 'Name the process which describes
the changes involving the particles inside the battery when they are charged or dis-
charged.

09-Core-9C

Kenneth put two Carbon rods into a solution of dilute HC1 and connected them as
shown below. .1.1e observed no changes in the rods or the solution. Pete puLa zinc
strip and a .carbon rod into a dilute HCI.solution and again coMpleted the circuit.
The zinc strip became smaller and a gas was.produced.

1 Whose setup is more likely to have electriaity?
2. Explain your answer..

.

09-Core-10C

'Roger recharges the batteries for his mini-bike on a charger which works the same
way as the ISCS charger.

I. What kind o i energy is being used to charge the batteries?
2. What is the orrn Of the energy in the battery afler it is disconnected from
the charger? . ............,...,,...._ ........ .

3. What form of energy does the battery give off when if is in use?

09-Core-11C

6 1



09-Core-12C Carl put together the chemical.systern shown 'in the divram. e 'observed that the
system produced electricity' for half a class period. Then he .studied the chemical
system and reported that absolutely no changes had occurred init.

I. Is it true that there would be no thanges?
. 2. Explain yqur answer..

Voltmeter

Zinc strip

Magnesium strip

Beaker of solution

09-Core-13C Write on your answer sheet, the letters of any of the items below which fit the scien-.
tific operational definition of work,

a. Putting a feather into the trash can
b. Holding a 50 lb bag.of cement
c. Memorizing the operational definition of work
d. Dissolving sugar in water
e. Reordering the particlesIn a chemical reaction

. 09-Core-14C George put the battery from his mini-bike on a charger. When he calculated the
'amount of energy used to charge the battery, it was greater than the amount of ener-
gy the battery could release later.

I. Was energyidestroyed or used up in.charging the battery?
2. Explain your answer. .

09-Core-15C Considerthe follpwing reaction.
REACTANTS

bicarbonate of soda + acetic acid 4dium'acetate + water + heat energy released)
Erom thc information given, the chemical energy of the reactants is (less

than, greater than, or equal to) the chemical energy of the prOduOts..
2. Explain your answer.

PRODUCTS

09-Core-16C Jan noted that the- temPerature of,a liquid dropped lvhen a solid was dissolved in it.
On your answer sheet, write the letter of the answer that would be a correct con-.
elusion about the energy in the system.

a. The energy in,the system had been changed inio another.form.
b. The energy in the system had been used up and no longer existed..
c. The energy in the system had been destrOyed.
d. Both a and c are correct.
c.' Both b and c are cortect..

J 6 2
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fn an insulated Styrofoam cup, Eleanor dissolved 5 g of sugar in 30 grams of water--
which 'was at 24°C. The temperature of the final solution was 22°C., The amount
of energy present in the materials before- dissolving was (less th*, equal to, greater
than) the energy present in the 35 grams of matter after dissolving.

09-Core-17C

Corer the bottom of a test tube with white copper sulfate from the jar labeled
09-Core-18. SloNyly'add 12 drops of water while holding the test tube so you can
feel the bottom of it.

INDid a chemical ceaction occur? .
2. Vould you say the particles were combining or were they separating when .

yam added the water?
3. How can you tell?'

09-Core-18C

Bruce found that the temperatures of a beaker of barium chloride solution and a
beaker of copper sulfate solution were both 29°C. When he mixed the two solu-
tions, the temperature rose to 31°C, and a'white solid formed, Use the particle
model _to explain why the temperature rose.

09-Core-19C

Sandy' dissolves some solid potassium chlorid& (KC1) in water, and the temperature
of the liquid drops. According to the particle.model, what causes the teMperatur&to
drop when the KC1 dissOlves?

09-Core-20C

There is energy, stored as chemicfil energy in a .12 g mass of zinc chloride. How can
you release sortie of the chemical energy in the 12 g mass? Select your answer from
he choices below. ,

a. You can crush it.
b. You oan freeze it.,
c. .You,pan reacritlo form-a different coMpound. .

d. All of the above ate correct.
e. None of the above are correct.

09-Core-21C

The. sugar you pUt on your cereal this -morning contains a great deal of chemical
energy. What must happen, to the sugar or to any substake if it is to give up its
chemical energy?

f

09-Core-22C

'In the neq.chapter, you will be using two dangerous liquids .Winkler solution and
. concentrated sulfuric acid. Assume- the twO bottles in box (19-Core-23 contain theset',two liquids. Gath6r all the equipment you will need to ix 10 drops Oil the acid.with

10 ml of Winkler solution. Ask your teacher eto: obse &you. Mix the liquids and
report your o6servations,

09-Core-23C

..11.11.1..1...10
You will, be working with Winkler solutiop,.and.concentrated sulfuric acid in the
next chapter. Chemicals like these can cause a great'deal of. damage to skin and
clothes. List three things that you should do if some of thes .C.! solutions should spill

.-ectt someone.

09-Core-24C
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09-Exc 18-1-1C A.chethical system (battery) was described in ExclirsiOn 18-E The system couldn't
give off Tlectricity until after it was charged. Explain why the system wouldn't give
off energy until after it was charged.

09-Exc 18-2-1c Show your teacher the procedure you tieveloped. for Excursion 18-2. VIEtur task is 'to

defend whit you did or to make a satisfactory change in any part of it that your-
teacher obj 'Os to.

09-Exc 19-1-1C
;

Below is a list,e.f energy conversions. Choose four of them. Write the numbers of
your four selectJd energy conv,ersions on your paper, and Ihen cite an example after
each.

I . Electrical to sound
2. Electrical to chemical
3.* Light to heat
4. Heat to motion
5. Chemical to-electrical
6.. Motion energy to-heat

09-Exc 19-2-1C Lois made the four solutions shown in the'chart below. On your answer sheet, state
after the number of each reaction whether it is endothermic or exothermic.

REACTION SOLID ADDED
TO WATER

WATER TEMP.
'(in °C)

SOLUTION'TEMP.
(in °C)

1 NH4CI 22 20

2 Li Br 24 27

3 KOH 22 29

m 4 AgNO3 23 21

09-Exc 19-2-2C When a solid like NitC1, which is made up of ionS-,.'dissolves. in water, twaprocesses
which involve energy occur.

e the two proceses and tell what is occurring in each.
The temperature of the water dropped 2 degrees during the dissolving

process. Which of the two processes mentioned in aues,tion 1 involves the
greater amount of energy in this instance?

A



Preparing for their experiMents with ICR's and yeast beasts, three stuckents did the 10-Corar1C
following: ' , ,.

ir

Perry used the glassware right off the shelf.
k

Tony washed thellassware with tap water and then witll distilled water.
Steve washed the glasswrare ,in soapy water. He did1 not rinse them,. but..he dried

them carefully with paper towels.
I. Which student used the hest procedure?
2. What is wrong with both of the other procedures? .

"An J ckson collected four water samples from a stream. He asked you to find out
which sample contained the most dissolved oxygen. You followed directions and'
added Winkler solutions #1 -and #2, tarch, H2SO4, and Na2S203.

. 1. What data would you collect?
2. How would you use the data to tell which sample contained the most
ox-ygen4

10-Core-2C

You have been studying reaCtions between ICR's and oxygen. What k ti of,informa-
tion Would you need to know about a,substance like oxygen to write7n operational
definition for it?

10-COre-3C

Open your book,to Chapter 20 and use it to help you write an operational 'definition
for dissolved oxygen.

In Chapters 20 and 21, you studied ICR's, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. ,You used
jars Which you could cap tightly. Until this section of the text you used beakers.
Why was it important to your activity to be able to cap the jars tightly?

Last week, using the same procedure as "that used for jar B below, Glenn found that
it took.55 drops of Na2520.3 to itmove the _color from a miXture of 4 drops of
H202, 120 ml 'of water, Winkler solutions, H2SO4, and starch which..he had just
made. Today, he did the f llowing, using jars A and.B.

Jar A
I. .Piit in 120 ml w r.

2. dded 4 drops H202.
3. Added 3 fish, and caPped the jar.
4. Waited 12 minutes..
5. Removed the fish.
6. Added Winkler solutions and H2SO4.
7. Added 6 drops of Na25203;
8. Added 1 drop of stakh solution.
9. Added 8 drops 'of Na2S4p3^to remove

Jar B
1. Put in 120 ml water.
2. Added-4 drops H202.
3. Added nothing, but capped thie jar.
4. Waited 12,minutes.

.

5. Removed nothing. .

6. Added Winkler solutions and H2
7. Added 13 drops of Na25203.
N, Added 1 drop of statch solution.

color. 9. Added 42 drops of Ni2S203 to remove

. ,

10-Core-4C

4'

il: 'What term describes how Glenn used jar B today in this adivity?
2. Since Glenn had already recorded his resUlts for theTroeedure "used. in jar
B last week, why did he have to do the same reaction today as part of this
activit ki

color.
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Phil put three ICR's into each oftwo jars, X and Y. Each jar also contained 150 ml Of
-..., 'water and 5 drops of liydrogen'Peroxide (11202). After 15 minutes, he removed the

,.-
ICR's from jar X' and t ested the water for its'anount of oxygen and carbon"dioxide.
Twenty minutes front-the start of the activi'ty, he removed the ICR's trom'jar Y and
tested for amounts of oxygen and carbon dioxide.

I. -Which,' if either, sample Will contain less oxygen?
2. Which, if either, sample Will contain more carbon dioxide?

- I3. Explain why yomanswere,d as you did.

1 0-Core-8C Rhonda had a gallon of water. She tested a sample of it, using the Winklei test, and.
found that the water containedoxygen.` Rhonda said she was not sure if the rest of.the
water contained oxygen because she had tested only, a small saMple.

I. Doe§_the rest of the water contain oxygen?
2. Explain your answer.

1 O-Core-9C Five aquanauts live at the bottom of the sea for several weeks at a time doing research
for the United States. They live in a dry, airfilled'steel capsule, much like astronauts
live in.

I. If the concentration of aquanauts is increased to seven per capsule what
will this do, to the rate at which oxygen is used up?
2.. What will it do to the rate at which carbon dioxide is produced?
3. Why?

1 0-Core-1 OC In ,Chapter 21, you sludied the effect Eif temperature on the reaction rate of fish.
During the 20 minutes that'. the fish in the jar were in ice water, Ihe temperature was
dropping slowly. (See Activity 2179.) Why not put the fish directly into some iced
distilled water so that they would be at the lower temperative for the full 20 min-

,

u t es?

1 0-Core-1 1C In Pocono lake, the temperatUre in early spring is 8°C. In 4gust, the.Water tem-
perature rises to 21°C:,.-

I. How would this warming of the lake affect how oft
surface to take in new oxygen and release carbon dioxid
2. Explain your answer in terms of reaction rates.

1 0-,Core- 12C Select from the list below all the evidences that indicate that ch'
place in living things.

a. Stomach aeid is neutralized in definite quantities, as
'b. Concentrations are altered.
c. Temperatu*s of living things alter the rate of new m
d. New materials (products) are formed: .

e. All of the above are correct.

a Water snake must

mical reactions take

re other acids.
V.

terial formation:
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1

'Caroline produced two samples of. carbon dioxide (CO2), one by the action of live
bacteria on apple juice to make vinegar and pne ,by reacting HC1 with limestone. ,The
samples were Mixed, hut Caroline said they could be identified:'Sh'e said they would

. react differently in dhernical tests because the CO2 from the apple jiiice was made by
and from living`things and the COT froni limestrzne was not.

1. Do Su agree or disagree? N
2. Why?'

1 GIC ore-13C.

Mr, Will Fiiitis a pit crew chief (dr Bluestreak Race Cars.- He claims that his ears
run on a reaction of the reactants oxygen and an alcohol-bekene mix.

I. Predict frotnyour knowledge of reactants in reaction§ what should happen
to the amountS of alcohol-benzene mix in the car a,s it races toward the
checkered flag.
2: Why does this happen?

10-COre-14C

The amount of oxygen dissolved in.water is indicated by how much Na2S26.3 is Used
after using Winkler solutions. Mary says that oxygen can .be more active atsome
times than others. She said the same amount df oxygen 'can react with difft nt,
am6unts of Na2S203 depending on how active the oxygen is in that sample.

I. Do you agree-or disagree?
2. Why?

10-Core-15C

Chuck diseovered that three, ICR's removed oxygen from' the water. There are two
possible* reasons that this, happened. Either the ICR's store oxygen in their bodies,
or the ICR's Ilse absorbed oxygen in a chemical reaction.

I. State any evidence from theactivities that you have done in class that
would help you choose one of the above.

- 2. How would this evidence help you choose?

10-Core-16C

Which of the following is the best statetp6it fitting both your model for chemical re-
. .

actions and the results of your activities with the ICR?
a. they definitely sh4 that chemic'al reactions do not occuf inside the
ICVs .as they do in test tubes involving only nonliving things.
b. They eslablish proof that chemical reactions take plime inside the ICR's
as they do in test tubes involving nonliving systems.
e. They prove that your model must be true.
d. They suggest that reactions take place inside of 1CR's as they do in test
tubes involving only nonliving systems.
e. band e

10-Core-17C

Walt took his temperature. It was 37°C. Then he went on his paper route and de-
livered the morning papers in below zero temperature. When he got home, his body
temPerature was still 37°C Certain processes convert the energy in food into heat
that keeps human body temperature from dropping even on very cold days. What
are these processes called.?

10-Core-18C



10 Exc 21-1-1C ' A government lab has four jars of equal size coniaining samples of breath from three
sigarette smokers ana one nonsmokei. Suppose there are no.Winkler solutions avail-
able.':. How can you find out which sample of breath confains ihe.nroSt oxygen?

10 Exc 21-2-1C Get a piece of graph 'paper from your teacher, and label it as shown On.the grid
below. Graph the data about Cake lggy below. Then for 'each kind of fish listed, /
place an X on the grid at the,loweit -depth at which.that kind of fish could survive./
Beside the X, write the name iti't the fish.

DISSOLVED OXYGEii IN LAKE IGGY

,DEPTHJitLm) OXXGEN (in mg/liter)

0 10.0
') . .9.8
4 9A

.

6 . 5.2
,8 2.2
10 1.5
12 1.2

14 0.8
16 0.5
18 0.5

LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN.
AT.WHICH FISH CAN SURVIVE.FOR-24-1-1OURS

TYPE OF-FISH DISSOLVED OXYGEN (in mg/1)'

Trout

Kingfish

Redtish

8.7
f

,1.8

5.0 .

20

18

16

14

1- 12

c 10

8

6

2
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NM NM IIIIMINIIIINM . PIM MEMMOM MIMI IIIIMMIli IN
MUM 1111MMI 1111111MINIIIIIEIMprilrjl
111111111111111111111111
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,',Getsbót 1 11.t.Core4: ..1t..gontains five sloppered teil tubes. Each tiribe contains -the -
.. same amount of BeriediceS.soitiljon-but4fferent cone.cntotiOns of .glucpse Solution...,. /
-... iArmnge: the-ttst "tubes in order,stieginniog;on the.left With:thp tOe with:the 16v/est

'glucose concentration and.ending.withtke$nbe of highest CoiventnItion';.show your i"'

11-Coire-1P

teacher your ordering. ;, 4k)

,

.

. Get 7 dtlbpS' 9:,f each of the fottp solutioro in -the :bottlesin I l-Core-2C Put each'
so Id ti on- i t 9 a separate test tabe, which iklabelehVithihe;number of the bOttleyou:

...get the Sample frorp. Y'qur ,tAsk. is to jU'itg ihe4Oictini .glucoSe in each. sainPle,
using the pfacedure.stated iii Activities 22-12 throUgh 2-2--14.. .

.
. :, .,- ..,1)

.Ne the solution% in valet fronr loWest &tip*. content to'higliest glucOse cOnsent.
:On.' you'r -Paper, lis tli, numbers of.:ithe tat tubei in -that ord6r:". , ,, .'4 ....,,: ... .,

,...,

11;Core-2C .

.

. o

..
"

An earth*orm takes.it oxygen whidlireacts and' isareleas0 fag carbondioxide (CO2;ij.,
..Wlfat ISCIttle Sourco4 the element carbon in tht (5)2?

. ,.'.' ; trom..othey elements in wortn's.bolly.
. .

3','. - , :.,; ,,lt, growsAn living plants and animals.. :. ' :4
,:,;" .;-: ,e;,It is present n Some form'in .the foopaten. by the .worm.

cl.',- The worm gets. it. Only from. OUrnt wopd. .;,. *., ' .,* ... :
.

.,,,.: '. "IL, ; "... -., ,. . , , N. . .,
i.,.e.".-,Bot4 A awl hapove nre sOureeS. !. A 0,,

fl

. .*

11-Cork3C,

..;Suppse: 'tha4t :the' ti,ure .bdoNv.. 0Ows"The number'yoeast beastS in J/5:of a drool...,
a'.'ye4st, alculate the'number.of drops-you wauWexpaet.:!o fincil in

f ,

antire droo ot mkasj solution.
s 1

4.
.

h
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11-Core:7C Case 1.. Dr: Cutter tried in the laboratory to break down fish,, usini chemicals he
krkew existed in' large quantities in a cat's gomach. He found thaLlleitadt'add
small amounts Of another chemical as a catalyst.

Case 2. Dr. Cutter fed fish to his cat. The cat's stomach broke the fish down into
simpler substances: Pr. Cutter did not 'have th adtha catalyst to the reaction in the
cat's stomach.

'Explain why .the reaction in .case I needed a 'eatalyst, but none was needed in
case 2.

, 11-Co 're-8C

fit

Marshmallows on a plate will not react with oxygen to produce carbon dikide
(CO2)lnd water rapidly enough to give off noticeable heat at 37°C. Yet the same
reaction produces C01, wafer, and noticeable amounts of heat at 37°C in your body. .

-Explain why this occurs.

11-Core-9C Doug read that such grpell plants as crab grass carry, oUt the following, reaction in'the
presence 6f sunlight.

water + carbop dioxide + glucose + oxygen,

Doug doesn't think that such a reactiOn can be carxied out in a test tubeeven if he
u;es the catalysts used by the. plants. He says that tlle.catalyst will 'work in a reaction
only inside a living green plant.

I. Do you agree or disagree with Doug? \
2. Why?

In a cartoon in Chapter 23, MinivFini, the fish, claims she contains catalysts.
I. Do you contain catalysts?
2. What evidence slipport your answer? (Hint: Peanuts and marshmallows
release'energy inside of you at body temperature.) ,

11-Core-11C Now. that You hav.e worked with fish and yeast, name three variables that affect
reaction rates in living things.

Suppose you- put 4.beakers of zinc and diluted vinegar (chemical systems)
into a cupboard. You also put 3 gallons of vinegar, 8 pounds of zinc, and 50
beakers in 4 he cupboard. If you checked them in 4 hours, would you find
fewer .than 4, exactly 4, or more thant 4 complete system's?
2. Susppose you put 4 yeast beasts (chemical systems) into a cup of warm
water and sugar. Tomorrow, would there be fewer than 4, exactly 4, Of
more than 4 chemical systems?

.

3. What 'is the difference between the zinc-vinegar chemical systems and the.
yeast .beasts which explains the difference in your answers to questions I :Ind 0....,
2?



1

r

Honey said, "In ISCS we used living yeast beasts. We were told not to heat them
too much. Since it's the catalyst in the yeast beasts, not the live yeast beasts them-
selves, Which is important, we could have heated the glucose reaction so that it would
have gone faster.

I. 6o you agree or disagree with Honey?
2., Why?

11-Core-13C

Select-the letter of the chemical reaction in which oxygen is-a reactant.
a. Water freezing
b. Fuel oil burning
c. Sodium iodide and iodide dissolving in the same test tube
d. Copper sulfa* dissolving

11-Core-14C

Define the unit of heat kilocalorie in terms of watr. 11 -eore-15C

Define calorie in terms of water. 1.1.-Core-16C

Rhoda forgot the heat unit when shercalctilated the change in heat energy of a 20
gram mass of water raised 2°C in temperature. Choose the letter of the answer 'below
which includesthe heat unit Rhoda should have used. '-

a. 40 calories
-b.. 40 newtons
c. 40 kilocalories
d. 40 meters ("X
e. 40 Btu .

11-Core-17C

Get any equipm6nt you need, and heat 175 ml of water for two minutes. You are to
calculate the change in the heat energy of -the water during the heating period. Re-
cord and label all the measurements you make.

11-Core-18C

I f I is the symbol for length and you were asked to measure Al,"what would you 11-Core-19C

measure?

How many calpries of heat energy are required to iIise the temperature of 15 grams
,of water from 20°C to 80°C?

11-Core-20C

Which of the following variables are important but are ignored when you use the'
ISCS cola-can heat-ineasuring device to calculate the heat of the marshmallow-
oxygen reaction?

a.. Heat lost to the can .

b. The color of marshmallows
c. Heat lost to the surrounding air
d. None of the above

11-Core-21C

7
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11-Core-22C Select the viriktbles Whi eh affect the amount Of temperature Change when crystals
of sodium nitrate are being heated.

a. The length of time the cryst4s 'are heated
b. The source of tile sodium nitrate
C. 'The person heating the 'sodium nitrate
d. The amount of matter:heated
e. The amount of heat supplied per minute ,t

11-Core-23C Chemical energy is the main form in which energy is put into your body. List two
forms of energy into which your body converts that chemical energy.

11,-,Core-24C -The sugar in grape juice contains a great deal of chemical energy.
1.. What must happen to the sugar if it is to give up its chemical energy?
2. As it gives up its chemical ettergy, what happens, to the atoms of which
the sugar is made?

11-Core-25C, Mapk syrup contains a lot of energy. In what form is this energy stored?

11-Core-26C I. Are people HCR's (hianan chemical reactors)?
2. If you think so, name three reactants and three products of an HCIR If
not, what is their energy source?

11-Exc 22-1-1C Dede Devine's pecan sticky bun recipe from 1865 includes both yeast and tlucose.
On the basis of what you learned in Excursion 22-1, state what yeast and glucose
do to dough and how they do it.

11-Exc 23-1-1C Helen wants, to find out if xero'se is a substance that will act as a catalyst for the
breakdown of starch. If the xerose is a catalyst, what 'visible result should she ex-
pect to observe after mixing together the xerose, starch, and the iodine solutfbn?

11-Exc 24-1-1C Lynn cooled 25 g of water from 88°C to 28°C. How many calories of heat were
lost?

11-Exc 24-1-2C A tablespoonful of peanut butter contains 93 Calories. Suppose that all the energy
in a tablespoonful of peanut butter were released as heat energy. How many grams
of water can this much heat energy raise 1°C?

A

7
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Get your textbook, and use it to do this check. In the left-hand column are state-
ments of five assumptions from the particle model. In the right-hand coluoln is a
list of ISCS activities that you have done, each of which involves one of these assump-,
tions. Number your answer sheet I through 5. After the number of each assump-
tion, write the letters of all of the activities listed which are related t(o it. A number
may have more than one letter matched with it. (Hint: Read.all the assumptions
before reading any of the lictivities. If you have tiouble matching any of tly activi-
ties, look in your text for that activity and find out wh.at assumptions are related to
it.)

Assumptions of the Particle Model Activities

1. When a chemical reaction occurs,
different matter particles combine in
definite numbers.

2. Chemical reactions often release
:heat energy or absorb it.

3. Neutral molecules ,contain electri-
cally charged.particles.

4. 'Increasing the concentration of
reactants inireafies the rate of a
reaction.

5. Because matter is held together by
electrical forces, chemical changes
may absorb or release electrical energy.

. 12-Core-1C

a. The lead (Pb)-sodium sulfate (Na2SO4)'system absorbed elec-
trical energy and was changed, in so doing.

b. When .different quantities of leod nitrate [Pb(NO 21 were re-
acted with an unchanging quantity of potassium todide(KI),
sotnetimes iodide (1) atotns were left ovei and so etimes 112ad
(Pb) atoms we're left over.

c. The amount of reaction between zinc (Zn) and copper sulfate
(CuSO4) could be determined by measuring AT.

d. Five drops of oxali'e. acid. (111C104) plus 5 drops of Water
plus 10 drops of potassium permanganate ,(KMn04) take more
time to turn gold color' than I 0 drops.eraoxalic acid (112C-204)
plus 0 drops of water plus 10 drops of potassium permanganate
(KMn04).

e. A sugar solution wouldn't allow electricity to flo:(v through it
to light a bulb, but crystals of sugar were attracted to both posi-'
tively and negatively charged vinyl strips.

f. The zinc (Zn)-potassium dichromate (K r707) s stem re-
leased electricity, and the K2Cr207 solution changed color.

g. Alter finding how much sodium liydroxide (Na0H) reacts with
2 ml o1 . citric acid (C611807), you successfully predicted .how
much C6H807 would react with 1, 4, and 5 ml of NaOH.

b. It took more phenol red fo get a pink color in water which
had contained 2 goldfigh than-in water which had contained only
I goldfish.

4

i. When particles like lead (Ph) and iodide (I) are in solution and
combine to form the solid ad iodide (Pb12), the temperature
rises.

4 4
j. One of each antacid tablet neutralized.abbut the same amount
of stomach acid.

73



12-Core-1CC Get your textbook, and use it to do-this check. In the left-hand coitunn are state-
ments of five assumptions from the particle model, In the right-hand colUmn is a

4. list of ISCS activities that you have done, each of which involves one of these assump-
tions. Number your answer sheet 1 through $. After the number of each statement,
write the letters of all of the activities listed which are related to it. A number may
have more than one letter matched with it. (Hint: Read all the assumptions before
reading any of the activities. If you have trouble matching any.of the activities, look
in your text for that activity a'nd find out what assumptions are related to it.)

.Assumptions of .the Particle Model

I. All matter is made up of only 100
or so different kinds of matter par-
ticles.

2. Molecules are made Of atoms and
can be broken down into atoms or
simpler molecules.

3. Chemical reactions are rearrange-
ments of matter particles.

4. When a chemical reaction occurs,
\different matter particles combjne in
1.1efinite numbers.

A catalyst increases the rate of a-
rdkiction when it is present in small
qtlantities.

I

Activities

a. Four different colored substances all contained copper.

b. After finding how much sodium hydroxide ..(Na0H) reacts
with 2 ml of citric acid (C6H807), you successfully predicted
how- much C6H801 would react with 1, 4, and 5 ml of NaOH.

c. Egg white, raw meat, and fertilizer all contained nitrogen.

d. When a small piece of copper was added to a mixture of
potassium iodide (KI) and potassium persulfate (K2S208) solu- .

tions, it took less time for the mixture to turn blue-black than
when the copper wasn't present.

e. One g of each antacid tablet neutralized about the same
amount of stomach acid.

f. When the colorless solutions of lead nitrate iPb(NO3)21 and
potassium iodide (KI) reacted, a yellow solid, lead iodide (Pb12),
was formed. The yellow solid contained atoms of lead (Ph) and/
iodide (12). No new elements were found in the reaction.

g. When a small amount of iron chloride (FeC13)- powder was
added to hydrogen peroxide (H202), oxygen gas was rpleased
more rapidly.

-
h. The breakdown of glucose into carbon dioxide, and water went
faster when the insides of ground-up yeast beasts were added to
the reaction.

i. When different quantities of lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)21 were
reacted with an unchanging quantity of potassium iodide (KI),
sometimes iodide (1) atoms were left over and sometimes lead
(Pb) atoms were left over.

j. When sucrose is heated with HC1, fructose and glucose are
formed:
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